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Introduction

Neutrino oscillation has attracted attention of many particle physicists as it is
perceived as an evidence and affordable tool for investigation of physics beyond
the Standard Model. Large experimental efforts for neutrino detection since 1950s
resulted in detection and confirmation of neutrino oscillations at the beginning
of this millennium.

Experiment Daya Bay is one of the current generation of experiments which
aim to confirm and complete the current description of the oscillations. The ex-
periment, located in southern China near Hong Kong, is designed to measure
disappearance of electron antineutrinos from nuclear reactors at short baselines
which is due to oscillation mode previously undetected. In 2012, Daya Bay an-
nounced discovery of the oscillation mode. Since then, Daya Bay has been pro-
viding precise measurement of parameters describing this oscillation, θ13, and
∆m2

ee.

Most of the background to the signal of antineutrino detection is created by
cosmic ray muons. Daya Bay experimental halls are placed underground and are
shielded against most of the muons, still, substantial amount of background is
created. Active muon detectors are used to identify signals related to the cosmic
muons and the background is suppressed to manageable level.

The muon detector system of the Daya Bay experiment consist of water
Cherenkov detectors and arrays of modules built from resistive plate chambers—
RPC. The RPC system is designed to increase efficiency of muon detection and,
consequently, of background removal. It provides independent measurement of
muon fluxes and it also has muon tracking capabilities. Its main value is in help-
ing to understand production of muon related background and in validation of
methods of background measurement.

Part of this thesis is the result of my contribution to building the RPC system
of Daya Bay. I was a part of the group responsible for quality control of individual
RPC chambers and I participated in their testing. I helped with installation of
RPC modules in the experimental halls at the location of the experiment. The
testing of RPC which took place in Beijing in 2008 and 2009 is described, and
performance of the assembled modules is reported.

Second part of this thesis focuses on measurement of decays of cosmic muons
in the antineutrino detectors of the experiment. I estimate total rates of the
decays in each experimental hall. Rates of decays of stopped muons can help with
determination of captures of negatively charged muons which produce relatively
long-living isotope 12B, contributor to background signals. This method can help
validate measurement of total production of the isotope, which is difficult using
other methods.

Muon decays in the detector give signal with specific feature in the spectrum
of registered energies. It has a steep edge at around 53 MeV and it can be used
to calibrate the detector outside the range of energies covered by conventional
calibration sources. Although this specific energy is beyond the interest of the
main analysis of the antineutrino oscillation, for which the energies range up to
about 12 MeV, it can be useful in validation of models describing the energy
response of the detector. Moreover, Daya Bay is also sensitive to neutrinos from
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supernovae, for which the signal energy is expected to have wide distribution
peaking around 20 MeV and a calibration point at 53 MeV becomes useful. I
present a method of estimation of energy response at the edge in the muon decay
spectrum and give results for detectors in one of the experimental halls.

Daya Bay started measuring in December 2011 in partial configuration with
only 6 out of final 8 antineutrino detectors installed. During the summer of 2012,
remaining 2 detectors were installed and the experiment restarted measurements
in full configuration in October 2012. The analyses of muon decays were done on
data sample recorded from October 2012 through July 2015 in full configuration.

The thesis is structured into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 provides a short intro-
duction into theoretical basics of neutrino oscillation and history of experimental
evidence, and describe current situation with emphasis on measurements of re-
actor antineutrinos. Production of cosmic ray muons in the atmosphere and a
description of their flux underground is the topic of Chapter 2. I give an overview
of the Daya Bay experiment in Chapter 3. A detailed description of the RPC
system is in Chapter 4 together with the report on testing of the RPC chambers
and on performance of the modules. In Chapter 5, I introduce a model of energy
distribution from decays of stopped cosmic muons. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the
analysis of muon decays in the Daya Bay antineutrino detectors.
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1. Neutrino Oscillations

Compelling evidence of transformation of one neutrino flavor to another, which is
called neutrino oscillation, has been observed in solar, atmospheric, reactor and
accelerator experiments, using a wide variety of detector technologies. The only
known consistent explanation of these results is that neutrinos are massive and
that the states which participate in weak interactions, the flavor states, are actu-
ally quantum superpositions massive particle states—the effect is called neutrino
mixing.

The purpose of this chapter is to create a brief overview of the theoretical
framework behind the oscillations as well as of experimental evidence and mea-
surements of its parameters. I will start with history of neutrino detection and
discovery of its oscillation. I will then summarize the current knowledge of the
parameters of the neutrino mixing model. I will give more room to measure-
ments of reactor antineutrinos, especially to the measurements of the Daya Bay
experiment, and I will also briefly mention other current experiments.

1.1 History of Neutrino Oscillations

Current and past experiments which have been measuring neutrino oscillations
can be classified based on the source of neutrinos they measure and the distance
at which the respective neutrinos are registered. Neutrinos and antineutrinos
from accelerators, reactors, the Sun, atmosphere, supernovae, artificially built
strong radioactive sources, and decay processes in Earth has been observed by
various experiments. The distance at which are detected then determine a subset
of mixing parameters to which these experiments are sensitive to.

Reactor and solar neutrino experiments were among the first to detect neu-
trinos. The first observation of neutrinos was done in two experiments which
observed reactor antineutrinos[1, 2]. Reactors are prolific sources of electron an-
tineutrinos νe which are produced in beta decays of the fission products. Team
led by Reines and Cowan was searching for νe interactions with protons in the
detector’s target region in which two signals correlated in time were produced.
They pioneered the technique which is being used, with some modifications, in
current experiments too.

It was the solar neutrino detection which led to the discovery of the now well
accepted phenomenon of the neutrino oscillation. The neutrinos that are born in
the Sun are electron neutrinos νe. They are produced in the fusion reactions in the
Sun’s core. A deficit of them in the observed flux[3] on the Earth created a long
lasting puzzle, the“Solar Neutrino Problem”, which was resolved by introduction
of the neutrino mixing and inclusion of the matter effect in the Sun.

However, the neutrino transformations were not confirmed until observa-
tions of SNO[4] and Super-Kamiokande[5]. Super-Kamiokande measured muon-
flavored neutrinos which originate in the Earths atmosphere. They saw distri-
bution of zenith angles in muon-like neutrino events inconsistent with expected
distribution, but it was consistent when two-flavor neutrino oscillation was as-
sumed. This was real evidence of the neutrino transformations. However, it was
not directly related to the solar neutrinos. SNO experiment was able to measure
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neutrinos from the Sun in a flavor-independent way as well as in the interactions
where only electron neutrinos participate. Their measured flavor-independent
flux was in agreement with the standard solar model predictions for electron neu-
trinos, whereas the flux of only electron flavor was not. It turned out that the
oscillation of Super-Kamiokande was of different kind than the one responsible
for the Solar neutrino deficit. The effect of high electron density in the core of the
Sun affects propagation of the electron neutrinos via the so called MSW[6, 7, 8]
effect and is determined by the mixing of massive neutrinos ν1 and ν2. The trans-
formation observed by Super-Kamiokande is related to the mixing of ν1 and ν2

with ν3.
Major breakthrough came with results of reactor neutrino experiment

KamLAND[9]. The experiment observed oscillatory variations in flux of νe from
various nuclear power plants as function of distance-to-energy ratio. The neutrino
oscillation could be considered as experimentally confirmed.

KamLAND not only confirmed the oscillation hypothesis but also gave pre-
cise measurements of the mixing parameters also involved in the solar neutrino
transformations.

The last important type of experiments that I mention here are accelerator
neutrino experiments. They detect neutrinos from a beam created at particle
accelerators. First to measure muon neutrinos over large distances of hundreds
of kilometers was K2K experiment[10]. More such experiments followed and
provided precise measurement of the parameters involved in the oscillation of
atmospheric neutrinos first observed by Super-Kamiokande.

The currently best measurements of the oscillation parameters will be listed
in Section 1.4.

1.2 Neutrino mixing

The neutrino oscillation is a quantum effect which has been successfully described
in the framework of quantum mechanics. More proper treatment in the frame-
work of quantum field theory has also been used, however, the simple quantum-
mechanical treatment of observed oscillations is sufficient in most cases.

The effect of oscillations arises from interference between states of different
massive neutrinos which are produced and then detected coherently in weak in-
teractions. The coherent interaction, in production and detection, is possible due
to their very small mass difference relative to the masses and energies of the other
participants of the interactions.

Neutrinos with a given flavor are not particles per se. The neutrino state να,
α = e, µ, . . ., which participate in weak interaction with a lepton with flavor α,
can be therefore seen as a superposition of states of the massive neutrinos νi,
i = 1, 2, . . . I will, henceforth, denote generic flavor states with a Greek-letter
indices and massive neutrino states with Latin indices. Both representations are
orthogonal and there must exist a unitary transformation between the two, Uαi,
for which the relation between the mass and flavor states can be written as

|νi〉 = Uαi|να〉, |να〉 = U∗αi|νi〉 (1.1)

For the sake of clarity I used the standard Einstein’s summation convention where
the expression on the right-hand side is summed over the doubled index α ,or i.
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The neutrino states are expressed in the usual bra-ket notation. The matrix Uαi
is commonly called mixing matrix and its elements can be expressed in terms of
a scalar product of the state vectors:

Uαi = 〈να|νi〉. (1.2)

In the case of three neutrino flavor and massive states, it’s known as the
Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata mixing matrix, after the founders of the idea
of neutrino mixing and of the formalism [11, 12]. The matrix is commonly
parametrized with three angles, θ12, θ13, θ23, and three complex phases, δCP,
Φ1, Φ2:

UPMNS =

1 0 0
0 C23 S23

0 −S23 C23

 C13 0 Ŝ∗13

0 1 0

−Ŝ13 0 C13

 C12 S12 0
−S12 C12 0

0 0 1


eiΦ1

eiΦ2

1

 ,

(1.3)

where I used a shortcut notation of the trigonometric functions of the mixing
angles, Cjk = cos θjk, Sjk = sin θjk, Ŝ13 = eiδCP sin θ13. This is the most general
parametrization of any unitary matrix. Φ1 and Φ2 are the so called Majorana
phases1 and are relevant only if the neutrinos are Majorana particles. They,
however, do not contribute to the neutrino oscillations as will be shown later in
this chapter.

1.3 Neutrino oscillations

After a flavor state is produced, its massive parts evolve in time differently chang-
ing composition of the state and generating the oscillation of the probability that
the flavor can be detected again. In quantum mechanics evolution of any state
is determined by the evolution operator and time evolution of a flavor state |να〉
can be described as2:

|να(t)〉 = e−iĤt|να〉. (1.4)

Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator of the system and I assumed it was time indepen-
dent.

The probability that the state with flavor α will change into state with flavor
β after time t is defined as

pα→β(t) = |〈νβ|να(t)〉|2 . (1.5)

The amplitude of the probability can be expressed using (1.4):

〈νβ|να(t)〉 = 〈νβ|e−iĤt|να〉 = 〈νβ|νi〉〈νi|e−iĤt|νj〉〈νj|να〉 =

=
∑
ij

U∗αjUβi〈νi|e−iĤt|νj〉, (1.6)

1 Because neutrinos have zero electric charge, they can be theoretically Dirac or Majorana
particles. Φ1 and Φ2 phases are related to the Majorana’s theory. This is discussed in depth
for example in [13].

2Unless stated otherwise, I will use the natural system of units in which reduced Planck
constant and speed of light are set to unity, ~ = c = 1.
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where the completeness relation
∑

i |νi〉〈νi| = I (I stands for identity operator)
was used before and after the evolution operator. The mixing matrix is the result
of Equation (1.2).

When only free neutrino propagation is considered, i.e. there are no interaction
terms in the Hamiltonian operator, the |νi〉 are eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian
with the eigenvalues Ei

† and relation (1.7) then reads as

〈νβ|να(t)〉 =
∑
i

U∗αiUβie
−iEit, (1.7)

After inserting this expression into (1.5), the probability equation becomes

pα→β(t) =
∑
ij

U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βje
−i∆Eijt =

=
∑
ij

<[U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj] cos(∆Eijt) +

+
∑
ij

=[U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj] sin(∆Eijt), (1.8)

where ∆Eij = Ei − Ej. Calligraphic < and = denote real and imaginary part
of the respective argument. The formula can be translated into more convenient
form with sine functions only using the relations for cosine of double argument.
The fact that the matrix U is unitary and the term U∗αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj has symmetric

(antisymmetric) real (imaginary) part with respect to an exchange of the indices
ij, leads to an expression which reflects unit probability for detection at the time
of production, t = 0:

pα→β(t) = δαβ − 4
∑
i>j

<[U∗αiUβiUαjU
∗
βj] sin2(

∆Eij
2

t) +

+ 2
∑
i>j

=
[
U∗αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj

]
sin(∆Eijt). (1.9)

As I mentioned previously, this formula is valid for freely propagating neu-
trinos. The oscillations which are described by (1.9) are often called vacuum
oscillations. However, presence of matter affects how the massive states propa-
gate. The effect is stronger with higher densities of matter as well as with higher
energies of neutrinos in question. Reactor antineutrinos, with their relatively low
energies (∼ 1 MeV), are not affected by the presence of Earth matter. However,
for example, high densities of electrons in the core of the Sun cause different
propagation of the electron neutrinos of different energies. The matter effect is
dominant there for multi-MeV neutrinos, whereas sub-MeV neutrinos propagate
as if in vacuum.4

†Hamiltonian with only mass and kinetic terms is considered, therefore the states with
definite mass and definite momentum are stationary.

4Details on modifications for the oscillations in matter can be found in any textbook on
neutrino oscillations, and I can, again, recommend manuscript by Carlo Guinti and Chung W.
Kim [13].
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1.3.1 2 flavor case

For illustration of oscillations it is common to consider simplified case of two
neutrino flavors, e.g. νe and νµ. The mixing matrix U which expresses the relation
to the corresponding massive neutrino states |ν1〉 and |ν2〉 has a simple form:

U =

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)
. (1.10)

It is parametrized using only one mixing angle θ. Now, one can find, for example,
the survival probability of the electron neutrino, which is straightforward after
substituting generally complex mixing matrix in (1.9) with a real one from (1.10):

pνe→νe(t) = 1− 4 sin2 θ cos2 θ sin2 ∆E12t

2
= 1− sin2 2θ sin2 ∆E12t

2
. (1.11)

At this point, standard procedure is to make a equal-momentum assumption
and ultrarelativistic approximation. The first assumption requires that the mas-
sive neutrino states are plane waves with definite and equal momentum. Therefore
the only difference in their energies is due to the difference in their masses. Al-
though this treatment is unrealistically simplistic, it yields prescriptions which
are valid for all current experiments that measure neutrino oscillations.

The ultrarelativistic approximation then simplifies dispersion relations for the
neutrinos and allows to equalize neutrino’s travel time to the traveled distance.
Both issues are discussed and solved in detail for example in chapters 7 and 8 of
[13].

After the above mentioned approximations, the energy difference in (1.11)
reads ∆E12 = ∆m2

12/2E, where E is the average energy of the neutrino states
and ∆m2

12 = m2
1−m2

2 is a difference of squares of masses of massive neutrinos ν1

and ν2. The survival probability can then be expressed in terms of the neutrino’s
energy and the distance between its production and detection location L:

pνe→νe(L) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2 ∆m2
12L

4E
. (1.12)

This formula is the fundamental oscillation formula which describes how the
probability, that a neutrino produced in certain flavor can be detected as the
same flavor, changes over the distance from the source. The oscillation length is
Losc = 4πE/∆m2

12. It is often convenient to rewrite the expression in units more
suitable for calculation, Losc = 2.47E[GeV]/∆m2

12[eV2]km. In the same spirit the
equation (1.12) turns into:

pνe→νe(L) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2 1.27
∆m2

12[eV2]L[km]

E[GeV]
. (1.13)

The amplitude of the probability of oscillation is given by the mixing angle
θ. Of course, if there was no mixing of the massive states, θ = 0, there would be
no oscillation. On the other hand, if the mixing was maximal, i.e. θ = π/4, then
the electron neutrinos could not be detected at L/2 + multiples of the oscillation
length.
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1.3.2 3 flavor case

Derivation of formulae for oscillations of 3 neutrino species follows the same pat-
tern as described above. The 2-neutrino example has shown that the probability
of neutrino survival oscillates only if at least one neutrino is massive. Frequencies
of the oscillations are proportional to the difference of squared masses and the
amplitudes depend on the mixing angles. In the case of three neutrinos, there are
2 independent squared mass differences, ∆m2

21, ∆m2
23, and three mixing angles,

θ12, θ13, and θ23, as already mentioned in Section 1.2.

The main difference from the 2-neutrino case is that an additional complex
phase could make the mixing matrix complex in a non-trivial way and it would
become a source of charge and parity transformation symmetry violation, or CP-
violation. The phase is mostly denoted as δCP . The other two phases used in
the parametrization in Section 1.2, Φ1 and Φ2, contribute to the “complexness”
of the mixing matrix in such way that were neutrinos the Dirac particles, they
would vanish by simple redefinition of the fields. If neutrinos were Majorana
particles, however, the redefinition would not be possible, and the phases must
be preserved.

On the other hand, the Majorana phases do not play any role in the neutrino
oscillations as will be demonstrated now.

If one uses the UPMNS matrix from (1.3) in the amplitude (1.7), the Majorana
phases can be factored out UPMNS = U ′ · diag(eiΦ1 , eiΦ2 , 1) = U ′ · diag(u1, u2, u3),
and (1.7) is then described as

〈νβ|να(t)〉 =
∑
i

U ′βiU
′∗
αiuiu

∗
i e
−iEit. (1.14)

The matrix U ′ now depends only on the mixing angles and the CP-phase. From
the definition of ui, it follows that uiu

∗
i = 1 for each i = 1, 2, 3. The amplitude

therefore is independent of the Majorana phases.

The U ′ mixing matrix is commonly used in calculations of oscillating proba-
bilities of 3 neutrino species. Based on the expression (1.3), its elements can be
written as:

U ′ =

 C12C13 S12C13 Ŝ∗13

−S12C23 − C12S23Ŝ13 C12C23 − S12S23Ŝ13 S23C13

S12S23 − C12C23Ŝ13 −C12S23 − S12C23Ŝ13 C23C13

 . (1.15)

The notation uses the same shortcut convention for the trigonometric functions
of the mixing angles as in (1.3).

There is an ambiguity in definition of neutrinos νi, i = 1, 2, 3. Because of
the history of the observations, ν1 and ν2 are neutrinos mainly involved in the
Solar νe deficit and the heavier neutrino is defined as ν2, and therefore ∆m2

21 > 0.
Whether ν3 is heavier or lighter than ν1 and ν2 has not been determined, yet. It
is often called as the problem of neutrino mass hierarchy. The case in which m1 <
m2 < m3 is called normal hierarchy (NH) and the case in which m3 < m1 < m2

is called inverted hierarchy (IH).
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1.3.3 Electron antineutrino survival probability in three-
neutrino mixing

To conclude this introduction on neutrino oscillations calculation, I will write
the formula for the probability that an electron antineutrino produced in reactor
core could be detected in a detector at time t, pνe→νe . Substituting (1.15) for the
mixing matrix in (1.9) yields:

pνe→νe(t) = 1− 4

[
S2

12C
2
12C

4
13 sin2 ∆E12t

2
+ C2

12S
2
13C

2
13 sin2 ∆E13t

2

+ S2
12S

2
13C

2
13 sin2 ∆E23t

2

] (1.16)

which can be rewritten in a more convenient form:

pνe→νe(t) = 1− sin2 2θ12 cos4 θ13 sin2 ∆E12t

2

− sin2 2θ13 cos2 θ12 sin2 ∆E13t

2

− sin2 2θ13 sin2 θ12 sin2 ∆E23t

2
.

(1.17)

Similarly to the two-neutrino case, it is more convenient to write the proba-
bility in a relativistic approximation and dependent on the traveled distance L

pνe→νe(L) = 1− sin2 2θ12 cos4 θ13 sin2

(
∆m2

21

4E
L

)
− sin2 2θ13 cos2 θ12 sin2

(
∆m2

31

4E
L

)
− sin2 2θ13 sin2 θ12 sin2

(
∆m2

32

4E
L

)
.

(1.18)

1.4 Neutrino mixing parameters

The mixing parameters have been measured by various experiments through ob-
servations of neutrinos and antineutrinos from various sources. The first evidence
of neutrino mixing and the oscillation phenomenon came with observation of solar
neutrinos in the Homestake Experiment by Ray Davis et al.[3] They measured
smaller rate of νe than predicted by John N. Bahcall[14]. The electron neutrinos
produced inside the Sun core left the Sun in the second state (by definition) with
definite mass ν2. The major role in this effect is played by the θ12 and ∆m2

21 and
so these parameters are often called solar parameters.

The solar oscillation parameters were most precisely measured by the reac-
tor neutrino experiment KamLAND which was located at an average distance
of 180 km from many commercial power plants, where about 79% of neutrinos
were contributed by 26 reactor cores at distances between 138–214 km[15]. The
combination of the average distance and effective energy of the detected neutrinos
∼ 4 MeV made KamLAND be sensitive to the smallest squared mass difference.
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Their final results were [16]

sin2(2θ12) = 0.846+0.014
−0.013

∆m2
21 = (7.53± 0.18)× 10−5eV2.

(1.19)

The parameters θ23 and ∆m2
32 are often called atmospheric, because they

play major role in oscillations of neutrinos from cosmic ray interactions in the
atmosphere. These oscillations were first observed by the Kamiokande-II experi-
ment[17]. The atmospheric parameters have been precisely measured by acceler-
ator experiments, where the most sensitive is T2K[18]. The neutrinos from the
production beam have average energy around 0.6 GeV and the detector is located
295 km away from the source. They measured

sin2(θ23) = 0.514+0.055
−0.056 NH

= 0.511± 0.055 IH∣∣∆m2
32

∣∣ = (2.51± 0.10)× 10−3eV2 NH∣∣∆m2
13

∣∣ = (2.48± 0.10)× 10−3eV2 IH (1.20)

The results are slightly dependent on whether they assumed normal (NH) or
inverted (IH) mass hierarchy.

Another accelerator experiment MINOS, although with baseline not at or near
the maximum of the oscillation effect, measured of the squared mass difference
with comparable precision[19]. Depending on the assumed mass hierarchy they
measured the following values:∣∣∆m2

32

∣∣ = (2.37± 0.09)× 10−3eV2 NH

= (2.41+0.12
−0.09)× 10−3eV2 IH. (1.21)

In Review of Particle Physics, 2015 on-line edition[20], the authors presented
their own fit to global data, that included both accelerator experiments and the
results from Daya Bay[21]:∣∣∆m2

32

∣∣ = (2.42± 0.06)× 10−3eV2 NH

= (2.49± 0.06)× 10−3eV2 IH. (1.22)

None of the experiments is sensitive to the sign of ∆m2
32, and the ordering of

masses of ν1, ν2, and ν3, the mass hierarchy, remains unknown.
The parameter θ13 was not measured due to its smallness until 2012 when

Daya Bay[22], and shortly after RENO[23], reactor experiments measured non-
zero sin2 2θ23. More about reactor experiments and namely about the Daya Bay
results will be discussed in the Section 1.5.

I can conclude by saying that all the mixing angles and squared-mass differ-
ences have been measured, and that current and future experiments will improve
the precision of these measurements. Oscillation parameters that have not been
determined yet are the sign of ∆m2

32 and the CP-violating phase δCP .

1.5 Determining θ13 with nuclear reactors

Nuclear reactors are prolific sources of neutrinos as approximately 6 neutrinos
are produced on average by each fission process. Fission reactions in reactor
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produce neutrons and daughter nuclei many of which undergo β-decays producing
νe, because they are rich in neutrons. There are four main fission components,
235U, 238U, 239Pu, and 241Pu, each producing νes with different energy spectrum.
Fraction of each is developing in time during the fuel burn. As a consequence,
the energy spectrum of neutrinos in the flux from reactor is time dependent as
well. The expected count rate in a detector, when no oscillations are considered,
is proportional to the product of the distribution of neutrino energies and of the
total cross section of inverse beta decay. These are plotted in Figure 1.1 as well
as the expected count rate. The highest rate of interactions occurs for neutrino
energies ∼4 MeV.
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Figure 1.1: Reactor νe flux (blue), inverse beta decay cross section (red), and the
spectrum of νe as observed in a detector. The flux and cross section have separate
vertical axes. The final spectrum is plotted as an illustration with an arbitrary
scale. The plot is based on the same plot in [24].

When considering neutrino oscillations, the probability that the produced
antineutrino could also be detected in a detector at a distance L from the reactor
is described by the equation (1.18). The values of ∆m2

21 and ∆m2
32 or ∆m2

31 are
very different therefore (1.18) can be split into parts:

pνe→νe = 1− P12 − P13, (1.23)

where the amplitude of the term

P12 = sin2 2θ12 cos4 θ13 sin2

(
∆m2

21

4E
L

)
≈ sin2 2θ12 sin2

(
∆m2

21

4E
L

)
(1.24)

is determined by the mixing angle θ12, in contrast to the term

P13 = sin2 2θ13 cos2 θ12 sin2

(
∆m2

31

4E
L

)
− sin2 2θ13 sin2 θ12 sin2

(
∆m2

32

4E
L

)
(1.25)

which strongly depends on the mixing angle θ13.
The survival probability weighted with the detected neutrino spectrum from

Figure 1.1 is plotted in Figure 1.2 along with terms P12 and P13. The separation
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of the two terms (1.24) and (1.25) is clear in the picture. The first minimum is
around 2 km from the reactor core. An experiment placed at this distance would
maximally exploit the effect of the oscillation related to P13 and consequently
sin2 2θ13.
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Figure 1.2: Survival probability of reactor electron antineutrino (red line). The
probability in (1.18) is averaged over the energy spectrum of events observable
in a detector as depicted in Figure 1.1. Contributions from the individual terms,
defined by (1.24) and (1.25), with different oscillation frequency are also plotted
(blue and violet line). The parameters used are ∆m2

31 = 2.4× 10−3 eV2, ∆m2
21 =

7.5× 10−5 eV2, sin2(2θ13) = 0.084, and sin2(2θ12) = 0.86.

There is a simplification in the formula (1.18) at and around the first mini-
mum. The ∆m2

21 is known to be smaller then the larger mass splitting by a factor
of 30 and therefore ∆m2

31 and ∆m2
32 differ negligibly and (1.25) can be expressed

using an effective squared-mass difference ∆m2
ee:

P13 ≈ sin2 2θ13 sin2

(
∆m2

ee

4E
L

)
. (1.26)

The effective parameter ∆m2
ee is related to the real mass splittings around the

first minimum of P13 as[25]:

∆m2
ee = cos2 θ12

∣∣∆m2
31

∣∣+ sin2 θ12

∣∣∆m2
32

∣∣ . (1.27)

1.6 Results of Daya Bay

The Daya Bay experiment completed commissioning of its 6 out of planned 8
detectors in December 2011, and started with physics data collection. In the con-
figuration of 2 and 1 detectors in its near halls and 3 detectors in the experimental
hall far from the nuclear reactors, it needed only 55 days of data to publish its first
oscillation results[22]. Comparison of rates of electron antineutrinos in the near
halls with the rates in the far hall evidenced a deficit which is consistent with the
oscillation governed by the ∆m2

32. The non-oscillation hypothesis was excluded
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at the level of 5.2 standard deviations. The mixing angle θ13 was measured as
sin2 2θ13 = 0.092± 0.016(stat.)± 0.005(syst.).

In the summer of 2012, two remaining detectors were installed, completing the
final design of the experiment with 2 detectors in each of the near experimental
halls and with 4 detectors in the far hall. Physics data taking restarted in October
2012.

The full period where only 6 detectors were installed provided 4 times more
data than was used in the first oscillation analysis. With this extended data
sample Daya Bay was able to compare not only rates, but also the shape of the
measured energy spectrum of the antineutrino interactions[26]. Observed changes
in shape in the far hall due to the oscillation allowed to measure an effective
squared-mass difference |∆m2

ee| = 2.59+0.19
−0.20 × 10−3 eV2. Increased statistics and

improved analysis yielded sin2 2θ13 = 0.090+0.008
−0.009.

Accumulated data of the full period with 6 detectors also enabled analysis of
events where neutrons produced in the antineutrino inverse beta decays captured
on hydrogen[27]. Such signal is more prone to backgrounds and does not achieve
precision comparable to the main analysis with neutrons captured on gadolinium.
On the other hand, both analyses share only minimum of systematic uncertainties.
Daya Bay reported an independent result of the mixing angle sin2 2θ13 = 0.083±
0.018 based on the alternative analysis.

After inclusion of data with all 8 detectors, Daya Bay reported sin2 2θ13 =
0.084± 0.005 and |∆m2

ee| = (2.42± 0.11)× 10−3 eV2 which effectively started a
precision measurement era for the two parameters[21]. The total number of ana-
lyzed events exceeded 1,200,000. With growing statistics, not only the statistical
error reduces, but also the uncertainties related to backgrounds and detector
effects are reduced. The independent analysis based on events with neutrons
captured on hydrogen also results to the expanded data sample[28].

The experiment will continue with data collection beyond 2017. The uncer-
tainty with which the parameters will be measured is expected to reduce to 0.003
and 0.07× 10−3 eV2 for sin2 2θ13 and ∆m2

ee, respectively.

Although the Daya Bay experiment is designed for measurement of the oscil-
lation parameters, the large amount of detected antineutrinos, especially in the
detectors near the reactor cores, invites for detailed study of their absolute flux
and of their energy spectrum. Daya Bay measured flux consistent with previ-
ous measurements from short-baseline experiments, however, it exhibits a deficit
relative to predictions based on models of reactor core workings[29]. Moreover,
the measured shape of energy spectrum deviates from the predictions in region
of 4–5 MeV where an excess of events is observed with local significance of ∼4σ.

The observed deficit of the total flux motivated searches for so called sterile
neutrinos which, if they mixed with the neutrinos of the three known families,
could explain the effect. Daya Bay exploited precision with which it measures the
flux and energy spectrum of antineutrinos and set strong limits on the strength
of the mixing in the range 10−3 eV2 < |∆m2

41| < 0.3 eV2 of possible squared-mass
differences[30].

The Daya Bay experiment has also become part of the global observational
effort for supernova neutrinos. Highlights of the efforts can be found in [31].
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1.7 Other Reactor νe Oscillation Experiments

Two other reactor antineutrino oscillation experiments are currently in operation.
Both have also measured the non-zero neutrino mixing angle θ13, although neither
of them has reached the sensitivity and precision of the Daya Bay experiment.

Double Chooz

The Double Chooz experiment is located in north-east France at the border with
Belgium[32]. It detects electron antineutrinos from the Chooz Nuclear Power
Station with total thermal power of 8.6 GWth. The experiment operates two
identical antineutrino detectors of similar design as to Daya Bay’s. One is located
in the experimental hall of the late CHOOZ experiment[33] at distance about
1 km. The other one is placed in a new experimental hall at a near distance to
the reactor cores. Relevant parameters of the layout and reactor and detector
characteristics are listed in Table 1.1.

The far detector is not at optimal distance determined by the ∆m2
32 which

reduces sensitivity to the θ13 mixing. Moreover, target mass of the detectors is
10 times smaller than the Daya Bay’s and the total power of the cores is about
half of the Daya Bay power plant. This limits their statistical sensitivity. Small
overburden of the experimental halls also limits their sensitivity due to larger
levels of cosmogenic backgrounds.

The experiment started in early 2011 with only the detector in the far hall
operational. They reported indication of non-zero mixing angle θ13 with rejection
of no oscillation hypothesis at 94.6% C.L. [34]. The best result achieved with
only one detector, i.e. without exploiting a relative measurement was sin2 2θ13 =
0.090+0.032

−0.025 [35]. In January 2015, the experiment started running with both
detectors operational. Relative measurement improved precision of determination
of the mixing angle to sin2 2θ13 = 0.111 ± 0.018 as reported in [36]. Since the
statistics are now the limiting factor for Double Chooz (after 9 months of data
with 2 detectors), further improvement is expected.

RENO

The RENO experiment is located by the Hanbit Nuclear Power Plant (formerly
Yeonggwang Nuclear Power Plant) on the west coast of South Korea[37]. The
power plant operates 6 pressurized-water reactors, located in line spanning about
1.6 km. The experiment has located two detectors on the axis perpendicular to
the line of reactors. Design of these detectors is similar to the one of Daya Bay
and Double Chooz. The experimental parameters are listed in Table 1.1. As can
be seen in the table, the experiment is by design less sensitive than Daya Bay in
the measurement of the mixing angle θ13 due to 5 times smaller target mass and
2 times shallower overburden.

The experiment started with physics data collection in 2011 with full con-
figuration. They published their first result after collecting 220 days of data,
sin2 2θ13 = 0.113± 0.013± 0.019, and claimed exclusion of no-oscillation hypoth-
esis at the level of 4.9 standard deviations[23].

With data collected over 500 days, the experiment could compare the shapes
of energy spectra in the two detectors. The combined rate and shape analy-
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Experiment

Reactor
Thermal Power

[GWth]

Baseline
Near/Far

[m]

Target Mass
Near/Far

[ton]

Overburden
Near/Far
[m.w.e.]

DC 8.54 400/1050 8/8 120/300
RENO 16.8 290/1380 16/16 120/450
DB 17.4 360(480)/1910(1540) 2×40/80 250(265)/860

Table 1.1: Overview of parameters of the three reactor antineutrino oscillation
experiments, Double Chooz (DC), RENO, Daya Bay(DB). The numbers for Daya
Bay in parentheses are related to different reactor clusters and two near halls.

sis improved the measurement of the mixing angle sin2 2θ13 = 0.082 ± 0.009 ±
0.006, and also yielded a value of the effective squared-mass difference ∆m2

32 =
2.62+0.21

−0.23(stat)+0.12
−0.13(syst) [38].
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2. Atmospheric Muons from
Cosmic Rays

In the past decades, there has been significant development and growth in number
of underground experiments. Spectrum of problems they focus on is wide, from
solar neutrino observations, through neutrino oscillation and neutrinoless double-
beta decay measurements, to proton decay and Dark Matter searches. These
experiments are interested in rare events, and therefore are very sensitive to
small amounts of background.

Cosmic rays create large part of the background signals and the experiments
focus on their shielding. There are two methods which are being employed to
treat cosmic rays, proper passive shielding and active detection system which
helps to veto related events.

The Daya Bay experiment is built underground with sufficient overburden
that suppresses majority of cosmic rays. The only highly penetrating component
that remains and produces background are muons. Daya Bay built two detection
systems, RPC and water Cherenkov detectors, designed to detect these muons and
to help to further reduce background in the antineutrino oscillation measurement.

Prediction of the total muon flux, together with their energy and directional
distribution is necessary for evaluation of performance of the systems and also
in analyses of particular backgrounds. In this work I used the predictions of
muon fluxes to compare the expected rate of muon decays with the measurements
presented here.

In the following parts of the chapter I briefly introduce primary cosmic rays
and how they produce the penetrating muons in the atmosphere. In the next part
I focus on cosmic rays at sea level and present formula for calculation of muon
fluxes at sea level with respect to muon energy and incident angle. In the last part
I discuss how the energy spectrum of muons qualitatively changes underground.

2.1 Cosmic Rays

History of cosmic ray observation starts at the beginning of the 20th century. In
1909, Theodor Wulf performed measurements of level of radiation on the ground
and on the top of Eiffel tower. His observation of increase in the radiation level
came as surprise and was not widely accepted at that time. Evidences of non-
terrestrial sources of radiation started emerging slowly. In 1912, Victor Hess
performed balloon measurements at an altitude over 5 km above sea level. His
observation of four-fold increase in intensity relative to the sea level and his
interpretation of the effect as an evidence for a very penetrative radiation entering
the atmosphere from above earned him the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1936. Since
the time our knowledge about cosmic rays has evolved significantly.

Particles that constitute the extraterrestrial radiation and reach the Earth
atmosphere are called primary cosmic rays. Energy spectrum of the cosmic rays
spans over many orders of magnitude. Mechanism of their production is yet
unknown.

Composition of cosmic rays follows tightly the composition of nuclei abundant
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in the universe. There are, however, nuclei observed in the rays that are not
commonly seen in the cosmological objects, such as lithium, beryllium, and boron.
This observation is explained by division of primary rays into two groups. The
particles in the first group originate in the regular matter and are presumed to
have been accelerated by an unknown mechanism. The second group consists of
particles produced in interactions of primary rays with interstellar gas.

Primary cosmic rays are dominantly composed of protons. Helium, carbon,
and oxygen follow. The observed spectra of these components are well modeled by
power law in the energy region expanding from approximately 1 GeV to 100 TeV.
Above this energy, the energy spectrum of cosmic rays exhibit two distinctive
features. The first observed around energies of 1015 eV and is commonly known
as the knee. The slope of the spectrum steepens there. Second change is observed
between 1018 eV and 1019 eV where the spectrum flattens, and it is referred to as
the ankle. Neither of these features is, as of now, explained.

Cosmic rays are significantly affected by solar winds, and the intensity of
incoming primary particles anti-correlated with solar activity with its 11-year
period. Low-energy charged particles are affected by the geomagnetic field and
the observed flux is then dependent on the location of the observer with respect
to the field. This is especially true for rays with energies below about 10 GeV.

2.2 Production of Muons in the Atmosphere

When the particles reach the atmosphere, only a small fraction of them survive
the propagation to the Earth surface. Energetic particles quickly initiate cascade
interactions, often resulting in showers. The showers are usually composed of
a hadronic core from the primary strong interaction and of an electromagnetic
halo. The electromagnetic component is a product of decay of neutral pions into
two gammas.

Important part of the hadronic showers constitute light charged mesons π±

and K±. At the beginning of the initiated shower they have large energies and
they interact strongly with air further developing the shower. When their en-
ergy reaches critical energy (115 GeV for π± and 850 GeV for K±) where their
interaction length equals their decay length, the development of the shower slows
down.

Almost all charged pions and about 63.5% of kaons decay into muon and
neutrino, π±,K± → µ± + νµ(νµ). The maximum intensity of charged pions is
around altitude of 15 km[20], where most of the muons are produced. Kaons,
due to their higher critical energy and shorter decay length, start decaying earlier
and produce harder muon spectrum.

2.3 Sea level

The composition reduces dominantly to muons and neutrinos at the sea level.
There is a small fraction, by about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than muons,
of electromagnetic showers and nucleons from the primary rays. The energy
spectrum and angular distribution of muons is given by energies at the production,
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by propagation through the atmosphere, and by their decay length which grows
with energy.

Measurements show the spectrum is approximately flat for energies below
1 GeV. In range of about 10–100 GeV muon energies follow the power-law dis-
tribution of their parent pions. For higher energies, at which the interactions
of parent pions start to dominate over their decay, the slope of muon spectrum
becomes steeper.

Gaisser derived formula for the muon energy spectrum at the sea level[39]:

dNµ

dEµdΩ
≈ 0.14

cm2 s sr GeV

(
Eµ

GeV

)−2.7
(

1

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ

115 GeV

+
0.054

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ

850 GeV

)
, (2.1)

where dNµ is the number of muons with energy in interval (Eµ, Eµ+dEµ) coming
from solid angle dΩ at zenith angle θ and passing unit area in unit time. The
formula reflects the fact that the spectrum tightly follows power-law distribution
of the parent meson but one power steeper. It includes zenith angle dependence
originating in different energy losses for different depths of the atmosphere in
particular direction. The two terms in parentheses include contribution of muons
from pion and kaon decays. Kaons are part of the hadronic core of the primary
interactions and they decay faster than pions. Muons from these decays are often
called prompt component. Formula (2.1) has limited validity in both, zenith
angle and energy. For angles above 70◦ effects of the Earth curvature comes into
play and the 1/ cos θ dependence for high energies is not valid.

Guan Mengyun et al.[40] modified the formula in (2.1) in order to extend
its applicability to larger zenith angles and lower energies. They corrected the
formula for curvature of the earth by using transformation of zenith angle at
the point at sea level to zenith angle at the production point. Further more,
they added correction for muon decays which become significant at low energies,
Eµ < 100 GeV/ cos θ. The final formula is then:

dNµ

dEµdΩ
=

0.14

cm2 s sr GeV

[
Eµ

GeV

(
1 +

3.64 GeV

Eµ(cos θ∗)1.29

)]−2.7

×

(
1

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ∗

115 GeV

+
0.054

1 + 1.1Eµ cos θ∗

850 GeV

)
,

(2.2)

where θ∗ is the zenith angle of the muon direction at its production. The authors
show that the modified parameterization form agrees well with measurements at
energies below 100 GeV and for zenith angles larger than 70◦.

2.4 Underground

Only muons and neutrinos can penetrate through dense matter and they are the
only remaining components of cosmic rays underground. Muons lose their energy
via continuous ionization and via discrete radiation processes. The total energy
loss per unit distance traveled in rock can be approximately expressed by[39]:

dEµ
dX

= −α− Eµ
ξ
, (2.3)
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where both α and ξ are, in general, functions of energy. The first term represents
the continuous ionization losses and is slowly varying with energy and is often
approximated by a constant α ≈ 2 MeV/g cm2. The other term represents energy
loss due to radiation processes. These are bremsstrahlung, e−/e+ pair production,
and photonuclear interactions with hadrons. The energy ε = αξ, beyond which
the energy loss due to radiation becomes larger than the loss due to ionization,
is called the critical energy and is approximately 500 GeV for muons in standard
rock[39].

Assuming that parameters α and ξ are only slowly varying with energy the
relation between the initial energy at the surface Eµ,0 and the energy Eµ after
traveling distance X underground, the slant depth, is given by:

Eµ,0 = (Eµ + ε)eX/ξ − ε. (2.4)

For shallow depths for which X � ξ ≈ 2.5 km.w.e., it follows from Equa-
tion (2.4) that Eµ,0 ' Eµ(1 + X/ξ) + αX. The spectrum of Eµ is flat at low
energies Eµ � αX and it follows power-law of the spectrum at sea level at
higher energies. On the other hand, when the depth is large, X � ξ, then
Eµ,0 = (Eµ + ε)eX/ξ and the spectral shape is again flat but the turning point
where it starts following the slope of the surface spectrum, Eµ = ε, is independent
of slant depth.

At very larger depths the suppression of atmospheric muons is so large that
muons produced by charged current interaction of atmospheric neutrinos in the
Earth become dominant. The intensity of such muons is observed to be constant
with slant depths larger then about 16 kmw.e.[41].

The assumption of constant parameters α and ξ is only an approximation
and serves for qualitative description of properties of muon fluxes underground.
Also, Equation (2.3) represents only mean energy losses and does not include
stochastic nature of the processes behind it. For better predictions of muon
fluxes in underground, experiments must rely on MC simulations that include
full geometry of usually complex profile of the ground and simulate all known
interactions of muons in the rock material.

This is also the case for the Daya Bay experiment. The formula in (2.2) is
used as an input of muon fluxes at surface and their propagation through the
mountain profile is simulated using specialized simulation software.
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3. Experiment Daya Bay

The Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment, also referred to as the Daya Bay
experiment, was designed and built to make a precision measurement of the
mixing angle θ13. This was enabled by locating it near a prolific source of νe, a
strong nuclear power plant, and by measuring relative differences in the detected
flux at different baselines, one near the source and the other at around∼2 km from
the source. This short-baseline measurement of reactor antineutrinos is sensitive
dominantly to the value of the θ13 mixing angle. The relative measurement allows
suppressing most of uncertainties related to the expected νe flux and the detection
efficiency. These systematics are mostly correlated between reactor cores of the
power plant and also between the detectors. As such, they play negligible role in
the relative comparison.

The systematic uncertainty in the measurement of the mixing angle that is
uncorrelated among the detectors was proved well below 1%. This precision has
been achieved thanks to the identical design of the detectors, to their controlled
filling with target liquids, as well as to the rich calibration programme. The
experiment’s cosmic ray veto system also plays an important role. It allows
effective veto of dominant backgrounds.

3.1 Experimental Overview

The Daya Bay experiment is located at the Daya Bay nuclear power complex in
Shenzhen, on the south-east coast of China, approximately 50 km north-east off
Hong Kong. The complex comprises 3 nuclear power plants, Daya Bay, Ling Ao,
and Ling Ao-II. Electron antineutrinos are produced in pairs of nuclear reactors
of each power plant. The reactors are Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR) of
type CPR-1000. Each of them generates nominally 2.9 GWth of thermal power,
yielding the maximal thermal power output of the complex 17.4 GWth.

In the standard PWR reactors, the average energy release per fission is ap-
proximately 200 MeV. There are 6 antineutrinos produced in the chain after a
fission on average. Therefore, a nuclear reactor with 1 GWth power output gen-
erates about 1.9× 1020 antineutrinos every second. Day Bay power complex can
generate up to about 3× 1021 antineutrinos per second.

Eight detectors are located in three experimental halls. Two experimental
halls, EH1 and EH2, are situated near to the Daya Bay and Ling Ao power
plants, respectively. Each of the near halls hosts 2 antineutrino detectors. The 3rd
hall, EH3, is located far from the reactors and it hosts 4 antineutrino detectors.
Schematic diagram of the experimental site is in Figure 3.1. Distances of each
experimental hall to the center of each power plant are listed in Table 3.1.

This layout enables to measure the νe flux near the reactor cores where it is
nearly unoscillated and compare it to the flux measured at a distance close to
2 km, near the oscillation maximum.

All three halls are situated underground with adequate shielding against cos-
mic rays. This substantial amount of material attenuated rates of cosmic rays
reaching the detectors by a factor of about 102 in the near halls and about 104 in
the far hall. The total vertical overburden estimated in meters of water equivalent
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Daya Bay

Ling Ao

Ling Ao II
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EH1

EH3

Entrance

Access
tunnel

Figure 3.1: Layout of the site of the Daya Bay experiment. Locations of the
detector halls and the reactor cores are marked with black open circles and open
green circles, respectively. Underground access tunnel is also indicated.

DB [m] LA [m] LA II [m] Depth [m.w.e.]

EH1 360 860 1310 250
EH2 1350 480 530 265
EH3 1910 1540 1550 860

Table 3.1: Distances of each experimental hall to each pair of the reactor cores.
The distances are measured from the center of each hall’s water pool to the center
of the two cores and are rounded to 10 meters. Estimated vertical overburden of
each hall in meters of water equivalent is given in the last column. Experimental
halls are referred to as EH1, EH2, and EH3, which are the two near halls close
to the Daya Bay and Ling Ao nuclear power plants and the far hall, respectively.
The three power plants are denoted as DB, LA, LA II.

is listed in the last column of Table 3.1.

The experiment started data taking in 2011 with only 6 antineutrino detectors
(AD) placed in the 3 halls. EH2 and EH3 were missing an AD each as compared
to the final design. The remaining 2 ADs were installed in the summer of 2012,
and the experiment has since continued measurements in the full design.

3.2 Experimental Hall

The antineutrino detectors are submerged in a water pool at each site. The water
pool serves as a passive as well as an active shield against background radiations.
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A substantial volume of water which separated the ADs from the pool walls
by at least 2.5 meters reduced any natural radioactivity from the surrounding
rock reaching the detector to a negligible level. It also attenuates fast neutrons
originating in spallations initiated by cosmic ray muons.

The pools are instrumented with PMTs which are able to detect Cherenkov
light produced in water by energetic charged particles. A barrier is created in
each pool which divides it into two optically isolated regions, both instrumented
with PMTs. Both parts serve as active vetoes of signals originating in the cosmic
rays that penetrate all the way to the experimental hall.

Finally, there are layers of RPC detectors over the pools. They can serve as
an additional veto system and aid tracking of detected muons.

An overall layout of an experimental hall is shown in Figure 3.2. Each of the
detector subsystems will be described in more details in the following section.

RPCs 

antineutrino detectors (AD)

concrete

outer and inner 
water shields
(IWS and OWS)

automated calibration units (ACU)
AD Gd-LS target

Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the far experimental hall. This drawing illus-
trates instrumentation of the far hall, where four detectors are placed in the water
pool.

3.3 Antineutrino Detection

3.3.1 Detection Method

Detection of reactor antineutrinos has a long experimental history. In fact, the
reactor antineutrinos were the first neutrinos observed in a detector in the 1950s
by Cowan and Reines [2]. The method which was used then has not principally
changed since.

The antineutrinos are observed in interactions with proton which turns into
a neutron and a positron is emitted,

νe + p→ n+ e+. (3.1)

This process is often called the inverse beta decay (IBD). The positron and
neutron will produce two consecutive signals if the detector is designed properly.
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The prompt signal comes from the positron’s kinetic energy loss and its subse-
quent annihilation into two gammas which both contribute to the signal. The
delayed signal occurs after the radiative capture of neutron on a nucleus in the
material.

Reines and Cowan first used cadmium doping of liquid scintillator which
served as a target in the experiment at Hanford[1]. In their improved measure-
ment at Savanah River[2], they used water with dissolved cadmium as a target
and sandwiched it with scintillators. Cadmium has large cross section to capture
of thermalized neutrons, therefore most of the produced neutrons captured on
Cd giving off around 9 MeV in series of gamma photons. The concentration of
cadmium in the water solution was such that a characteristic capture time was
around 5 µs.

The Daya Bay experiment has followed this technique of delayed-coincidence
selection, and doped its liquid scintillator with gadolinium. Neutrons produced in
the IBD interaction have mean capture time around 30 µs in such environment.
Gadolinium de-excites after the capture via a cascade of gamma photons of total
energy release of about 8 MeV.

The detector will be described in the following subsection.

3.3.2 Antineutrino Detector

The Daya Bay antineutrino detector (AD) was designed 1) to be modular so that
multiple detectors could be placed in each experimental hall, 2) to be symmet-
ric in order to avoid unnecessary complexities that would immediately bring in
systematic uncertainties, 3) to be of low backgrounds so that high precision of
the rare antineutrino interaction signal measurement was possible, and 4) to have
high light output and collection efficiency so as to have a good energy resolution.

Each AD is a cylindrical stainless steel vessel with diameter and height of
5 m, which consists of three nested cylindrical zones. Figure 3.3 shows schematic
drawing of a vertical cross section through the detector. The three zones are par-
titioned with two cylindrical acrylic tanks, drawn in blue and red in the picture.

The central region in the inner acrylic vessel (IAV) is filled with gadolinium-
loaded organic liquid scintillator (GdLS). It has height and diameter of approxi-
mately 3 meters. Gadolinium was added in form of dissolved salt Gd(TMHA)3,
where TMHA is 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid. Concentration of gadolinium is
0.1% by weight. Thanks to the doping, most of the neutrons from IBD interac-
tions in the volume undergo capture on gadolinium. This volume serves as the
antineutrino target for the Daya Bay’s main analyses.

More details on production of the gadolinium-loaded liquid scintillator can be
found in a dedicated paper [42].

The middle layer is filled with pure liquid scintillator (LS), i.e. without the
gadolinium doping. It aids the detection of gammas that escape from the target
volume. The scintillator is contained in an outer acrylic vessel (OAV), which has
diameter and height of approximately 4 meters.

Scintillator in both regions is made of linear alkylbenzene with fluor. 2,5-
Diphenyloxazole (PPO) was used as the fluor in concentration of 3 g/L. Wave-
length shifter was also added (15 mg/L of 1,4-Bis(2-methylstyryl)benzol—bis-
MSB) to shift wavelength of the scintillation light to the range where the scin-
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tillator becomes transparent. The emission spectrum of GdLS filtered by its
transmission through the scintillator peaks in the 400–450 nm range which is
well within good acceptance of photo multipliers used for the light detection.

The scintillation light produced in the scintillator volume is detected by 192
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) with 8 inch in diameter (Hamamatsu R5912, [43]).
The PMTs are mounted on eight ladders installed along the circumference of
the steel tank. The layer between the steel tank and the outer acrylic vessel is
filled with transparent mineral oil. Mineral oil ensures better optical homogeneity
thanks to an index of refraction similar to the liquid scintillator. It also shields
sensitive volumes with scintillators from radiation that originates mainly from
137Cs in the PMTs and from U/Th chain in the stainless steel tank and the
support ladders.

The dimensions of acrylic vessels and densities and weights of respective liquid
volumes are listed in Table 3.2.

Height
[m]

Diameter
[m]

Mass
[t]

Mass of
liquid [t]

Density
[g/mL]

IAV 3.1 3.12 0.91–0.97 19.9 0.860
OAV 3.98 4 1.81–1.99 21.6 0.859
SSV 5 5 24 36.4 0.851

Table 3.2: Dimensions and weights of the three containers in the antineutrino
detector. Masses and densities of the contained liquids are also listed. The
liquids are GdLS, LS, and MO, respectively.

Daya Bay antineutrino detectors were designed with two reflective panels
which were mounted at the top and bottom of the OAV, they are also labeled on
the section picture of AD in Figure 3.3. The reflectors provide more efficient light
collection and therefore reduce the number of PMTs needed while keeping the
effective photocathode coverage. The reflectors are circular with 4.35 mdiameter.
Their reflective component is 3MTM Enhanced Specular Reflector which is sand-
wiched in between two sheets of acrylic.

Calibration System

Important part of the antineutrino detection system is its calibration.
An automated calibration system has been designed in order to allow proper

calibration, and evaluation and monitoring of performance of the scintillator,
individual PMTs, and the overall detector energy scale. The system consists of
three separate units (ACU as for Automated Calibration Unit) with retractable
calibration sources. The units are positioned on top of each detector. One is
located at the central axis of the detector, another two are located at 135 cm and
177 cm off axis at opposite sides of the central ACU. The central unit and the
one at 135 cm are located above the GdLS region and its sources can be deployed
vertically there. The third unit is located at the side of the GdLS region and
services the LS region. The calibration units are connected with the GdLS and
LS volumes with Teflon bellows that create shafts from the unit to ports in IAV
and OAV. The calibration units and the respective bellows and ports are depicted
in Figure 3.3.
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... 
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Figure 3.3: Drawing of vertical section of the AD.

By design, each ACU hosts 4 sources: 1. Am-C neutron source which allows
calibration of the detector energy scale to the energies from neutron captures, and
also helps with determination of the fraction of captures on gadolinium; 2. 68Ge
positron source which produces two annihilation gammas; 3. 60Co gamma source
with its chain decay with release of two gammas, 1.17 MeVand 1.33 MeV. 4. LED
source which served as source of low levels of light and allowed measurement of
PMT gain.

The Am-C neutron sources cause correlated signals which also add to an-
tineutrino signal background. This background is negligible in the near halls, but
becomes significant at the far hall due to the much lower signal rate. This corre-
lated background reaches levels similar to the dominant background from 9Li/8He
cosmogenic isotopes. During a summer shutdown in 2012 when additional 2 ADs
were installed in EH2 and EH3, the Am-C calibration sources were removed from
the two off-axis calibration units in all detectors in EH3.

Detailed description of the calibration system is given in [44].

3.4 Muon Veto System

The detectors in each experimental hall are placed inside water pools. The water
pools serve as effective shielding against radioactivity from the surrounding rock
and against neutrons produced in the rock by cosmogenic muons. The pools are
divided into two optically separated regions, inner water shield (IWS) and outer
water shield (OWS), each of which is instrumented with PMTs and works as an
independent Cherenkov detector of cosmic ray muons. The pools are covered
with multi-layered resistive plate chambers.

Each of the subsystems is described in the following two subsections.
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3.4.1 Water shield

The water pools, which host ADs in each hall, have octagonal base which is
illustrated in Figure 3.4. The pools in both near halls are 10 m wide, 16 m
long, and 10 m deep. The pool in the far hall has the same depth but a larger
symmetric base 16 m by 16 m.

Figure 3.4: Top-view drawing of water pools of near and far halls.

Stainless steel structure is built in modules along the walls and at the bottom
of the pool. It creates a 1-m padding around the walls and from the floor. Tyvek R©

multi-layered film is used to separate the stainless steel structure from the wall
and also from outside of the structure. This way, two optically separated parts
of the pool are created, IWS and OWS. PMTs are mounted onto the structure so
that they are facing horizontally outwards from the center in the outer part, and
inwards to the center in both the outer and inner part. See the pool partitioning
and PMT instrumentation in Figure 3.2.

In total, 288 PMTs are mounted in each near hall and 384 in the far hall.
The parts of water pool, IWS and OWS, instrumented with the PMTs create two
separate active Cherenkov detectors. Numbers of PMTs used for each partition
are listed in Table 3.3.

Hall IWS OWS (inward/outward) Total

EH1 121 167 (103/64) 288
EH2 121 167 (103/64) 288
EH3 160 224 (128/96) 384

Table 3.3: Numbers of PMTs installed in each water pool of near and far halls,
EH1, EH, EH3.

PMT signal processing followed the same design as in the case of ADs which
will be described in Section 3.5. Readout of signals from the PMTs of each
detector was triggered if either PMT multiplicity, a number of PMT signals over
threshold (set to an equivalent of 0.25 p.e.), was above preset level, or if the total
charge seen by the detector crossed a preset threshold. The trigger conditions
are listed in Table 3.4.
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Hall Pool
Multiplicity
threshold (≥)

Total charge
threshold

EH1 IWS 6 8.9 mV (1.8 pe)
OWS 7 10.0 mV (2.0 pe)

EH2 IWS 6 8.9 mV (1.8 pe)
OWS 7 10.0 mV (2.0 pe)

EH3 IWS 6 12.2 mV (2.4 pe)
OWS 8 14.4 mV (2.9 pe)

Table 3.4: Conditions for trigger of data readout from the Cherenkov detectors.

The purpose of the Cherenkov detectors is to detect cosmic rays which pass
through or near by the antineutrino detectors. Their efficiency in doing so is
therefore an important quantity.

Data from the period where only 6 ADs were installed in total, from December
2011 through July 2012, were analyzed and the performance of the WS detectors
evaluated[45]. Figure 3.5 shows distribution of PMT multiplicity in each hall.
There is a steep slope below multiplicity of 20 which is attributed to noises in
electronics and natural radioactivity from the PMTs themselves and from the
surrounding rock. Above the multiplicity of 20, triggers from cosmic rays become
dominant.

PMT multiplicity
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Figure 3.5: Distribution of PMT multiplicity per trigger of Cherenkov detectors
in all three halls.

Efficiency of the water pool was determined based on measurements of muons
which also triggered readouts in AD. This AD-muon efficiency was defined as
ratio of the number of coincident muon triggers in Cherenkov detector and AD to
the number of all muon triggers in AD. The AD trigger was called an AD muon if
reconstructed energy in AD was greater than 20 MeV. In water shield detectors,
the muon trigger was defined as having multiplicity greater than 12 PMT.

IWS efficiency of detecting the AD muons was consistent among all three
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halls and was identified as being 99.98± 0.01%. Although simulations suggested
that it should be 100% for true AD muons. This slight decrease in measured
efficiency is attributed to fast neurons that were generated outside the water
pool and deposited substantial amount of energy in AD without leaving signal in
the water shield.

OWS efficiency to the AD muons was measured lower, at around ∼ 97% in
the near halls and ∼ 99% in the far hall. This is mainly due to the geometry
of the outer pool region. It does not cover the top of the pool, therefore, muons
traveling from the top and stopping in the AD or in the IWS do not produce
any signal in the OWS. This effect was confirmed with MC simulations. The
relatively higher measured efficiency in the far hall is due to the higher mean
energy of the muons. Majority of the muons pass completely through the water
pool and leave signals in both veto detectors.
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Figure 3.6: Efficiencies of Cherenkov detectors to AD muons as they were mea-
sured from December 2011 through July 2012 when the experiment was running
in the configuration with only 6 ADs. IWS (a) has higher measured AD muon
detection efficiency due to the fact that every muon, which passed AD must have
passed IWS too. OWS (b) exhibit different efficiencies in the near and far halls
because of higher mean energy of muons in the far hall.

3.4.2 RPC

Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are gaseous particle detectors that consist of
two resistive planar electrodes separated by a gas gap. RPCs were chosen as
complementary cosmic ray detectors because of their capability to cover large
areas at relatively low cost as compared to, for example, plastic scintillators.

The whole detector system is built from modules with area of about 2.2 m by
2.2 m and with 8 cm in height. Each module contains 8 bare RPCs stacked in four
layers. The bare-RPC layers are read out utilizing copper readout strips which are
cross-aligned in different layers allowing two-dimensional reconstruction. Strips
are 26 cm wide. More details about the bare chambers and the built of modules
will be discussed in Chapter 4.

The RPC modules were laid on a steel support structure in a staggered pattern
such that there is 10 cm overlap between neighboring modules to minimize dead
regions. To allow the overlap, RPC modules are tilted in 3◦ angle. The RPC
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support structure (in Figure 3.7a) is installed on rails, so that the system can be
rolled away to allow access to the pool. There are 6 × 9 modules in each of the
near halls, and 9 × 9 modules in the far hall. The whole platform exceeds each
side of the pool by 1 m.

Two RPC modules were specially installed in each experimental hall to form
RPC telescopes. These modules are about 2 m above the RPC array in the middle
of opposing sides of the pool, and partially overlap the RPC array. The height
and vertical overlap vary from hall to hall. Muons that pass through both, the
telescope and the main RPC array, can be tracked. The two RPCs installed in
the far hall are shown in the photo in Figure 3.7b.

Although RPCs were not directly used as veto detectors in oscillation analyses,
they were used in supplemental studies of cosmic ray induced backgrounds.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.7: (a) Support frame for RPC modules. The supporting rails have 3◦

tilt and alternating height from column to column so they allow staggering of
the modules with overlaps. (b) Photo of the far hall during installations. RPC
system is moved away from the water pool. Two telescope RPCs are installed on
each side of the hall on suspended platforms.

Readout of RPC data is triggered when at least 3 out of 4 layers in a module
have signals. I will denote this trigger condition as “3/4 trigger” and, similarly,
I will denote trigger where all four layers had hits as “4/4 trigger”. 4/4 triggers
therefore create a subset of 3/4 triggers. Integration of the data acquisition
of RPC system with the PMT-based systems will be discussed in Section 3.5.
Detailed discussion of RPC triggering will be covered in Chapter 4.

Efficiency of each module can be calculated from real data utilizing the layer
structure. Layer efficiencies are first calculated from comparison of rates of 3/4
and 4/4 triggers. These efficiencies are then combined and efficiency of the module
can be calculated for each trigger condition.

Efficiencies of RPCs varied over time due to their sensitivity to the environ-
mental conditions. The conditions underground followed seasonal variations of
humidity and pressure. Both have impact on RPC performance. In order to
improve stability of the performance, modules were flown with dry air.

Another indicator of performance of RPC is noise rate, i.e. rate of signals
above threshold which were not initiated by the cosmic rays. Noise rate of each
layer was calculated from random triggers, where RPC system in each hall was
readout randomly and module layers were searched for signals. Figure 3.8 shows
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calculated average layer noise rate in each hall. An overall decrease can be ob-
served which is attributed to stabilization of the bare chambers. The large jump
in March 2012 is due to an increase of applied HV. After noise rate and currents
settled at low enough values, the voltage was increased from 7.4 kV to 7.6 kV in
order to improve the system’s muon detection efficiency.
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Figure 3.8: Average noise in RPC modules’ layers in each hall. Jump in the end
of December 2011 is a result of dry air flow through the RPC modules. Jump in
March 2012 is due to increase of applied HV from 7.4 kV to 7.6 kV.

3.5 Data Acquisition and Trigger

The experiment’s data acquisition (DAQ) system is partitioned at two levels.
The lowest division is by the detector types. Each AD, IWS, OWS, and RPC
manage their data readout separately. In each hall, data from each subsystem
are merged. PMT-based systems—ADs, IWS, and OWS—share the same readout
design, whereas RPCs implemented their own.

3.5.1 PMT-based detectors

Raw PMT signals are processed by front-end-electronics modules (FEE) which
are located in a designated area in each hall. Each FEE module can process 16
PMT channels. The output of each FEE module is the number of channels over
a preset threshold, analog sum all 16 channels, and pairs of digitized amplitude
(ADC) and time information (TDC) for each PMT.

Number of hit channels and the analog sum of the signals is sent to a local
trigger board (LTB) which combines the information from all used FEE modules
of an AD and makes decision whether to read the data out. If either the combined
analog charge Esum or the total number of channels with signal Nhit exceeded
predefined limits (equivalent to 65 photo-electrons for Esum and 45 channels for
Nhit) a trigger was sent back to FEE and the data are read out.

The detector system and its readout electronics is described in more detail in
[46].
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3.5.2 RPC

Each RPC module is equipped with front-end-electronics card (FEC) which is re-
sponsible for: 1) digitization of signals from individual readout strips; 2) decision
on local trigger condition; 3) preparation of the digitized data for sending out to
the acquisition system. An analog signal of each readout strip is translated into
binary data, either it crossed a predefined threshold or it did not.

Each FEC is connected to readout transceivers (ROT). ROT serves as a com-
munication station which collects data from up to 15 FECs via twisted pair elec-
tronic cables and transmit them via optical fiber to master electronics boards,
readout module (ROM) and readout-trigger module (RTM). There is one RTM
and one ROM in each hall and they provide an interface with the global acquisi-
tion system.

FEC processes signals in its 32 channels and sends out local triggers if 2, 3, or
all 4 layers in the module have hit. The information on how many layers were hit
is sent to RTM. It is configured to trigger data readout in corresponding module
if the 3/4 trigger condition was satisfied.

3.6 Antineutrino Signal

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, reactor antineutrinos have been detected via in-
verse β-decay reaction (3.1), where two signals are generated in the detector.
Positron carries most of the neutrino energy lowered by the difference between
the masses of neutron and proton and the recoil of the neutron:

Ee+ = Eνe − 1.293 MeV− Erecoil. (3.2)

After depositing all of its kinetic energy in the detector, the positron annihilates
and gives out another energy in the form of the annihilation gammas. Total
energy deposition in this prompt part of the event is then

Ep = Eνe − 0.782 MeV− Erecoil. (3.3)

The delayed signal comes from the capture of the neutron on gadolinium after
which the gadolinium de-excites with a cascade of gammas totally releasing about
8 MeV. There are two isotopes of gadolinium naturally occurring with significant
cross section for neutron capture, they are 157Gd and 155Gd, with the former
one having about four times larger neutron capture cross section. The natural
abundance of the isotopes, the neutron capture cross sections, and the amount of
energies released after the capture are listed in Table 3.5. For comparison, values
for hydrogen are also added. The Daya Bay experiment also provided results
of the antineutrino oscillations analyzing a sample of inverse beta decays (IBD)
where the delayed signal originated in neutron capture on hydrogen [28].

Different methods were used for the oscillation analysis over time in order
to provide ground for cross-check. Each of the methods used slightly different
selection criteria. In the following, I will give an overview of the selection basics.
The criteria are summarized in Table 3.6 with the concrete values as published
in [21].

The mean capture time of neutrons in GdLS with 0.1% of gadolinium is
∼ 30 µs. Pairs of signals in AD were required to have time separation in the
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isotope abundance σ(nth,γ) Eγ

1H ∼ 100% 0.329 b 2.22 MeV
155Gd 14.80% 60,700 b 8.54 MeV
157Gd 15.65% 254,000 b 7.94 MeV

Table 3.5: List of neutron capture cross sections of two gadolinium isotopes with
highest capture rates. Natural abundance of each is listed together with full
de-excitation energies. For comparison, hydrogen is also listed.

interval from 1 µs to 200 µs, which I will call ∆T cut. Distribution of prompt
and delayed energies is plotted in Figure 3.9. Region of IBD events where the
neutron was captured on gadolinium is well visible around 8 MeV in delayed
energy. IBD events with neutrons captured on hydrogen are also visible as a
band at around 2.2 MeV in delayed energy. These are, however, overwhelmed by
accidental backgrounds at low prompt energies.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of prompt and delayed reconstructed energies for pairs of
signals within the selection time window (1,200) µsand after application of muon
veto and multiplicity cut. The energy based selection of IBD events is highlighted
with the red dashed-line rectangle.

The high energy deposit of gadolinium capture of neutrons allows to remove
most of accidental coincidences by application of cut on the delayed energy. The
rate of non-IBD events which produce signals with energies around 8 MeV reduces
dramatically. Figure 3.10 shows the distribution of delayed energy of IBD events.
Delayed energy selection criterion of 6–12 MeV is chosen so that reasonable effi-
ciency is kept while accidental background stays low. Types of backgrounds will
be discussed in the following section.

The selection criterion for the prompt energy is set to 0.7–12 MeV range, in
order to cover the full spectrum of energies of the IBD interaction. The lower
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Figure 3.10: Example distribution of delayed energy of the selected IBD events,
after application of ∆T cut, muon veto, and multiplicity cut. Accidental back-
grounds were subtracted. The peak at around 8 MeV from de-excitation of
gadolinium nucleus after neutron capture is prominent. The tail at low ener-
gies is also visible, which is due to the escape of gammas out of liquid scintillator.
The shape of the peak and of the tail agrees well with the MC simulations plotted
here in red line. The plot was taken from [47].

bound is below the minimal energy deposition through the annihilation gammas
to include signals with energy losses out of the scintillating region and distorted
by the resolution of the detector.

In order to reduce backgrounds related to cosmic rays, which are muons or
muon induced particles, IBD candidates are rejected if the delayed signal is close
to the identified cosmic ray. Majority of muons passing through AD produced
signals with mean reconstructed energy around 1 GeV. Any event with recon-
structed energy above 20 MeV is considered a muon interaction in AD and the
veto time for any IBD delayed signal candidate is set to 1 ms. Small fraction of
cosmic ray events produce large amount of light in the detectors. These are inter-
preted as cosmic ray-induced showers. These showers are more likely to produce
backgrounds and therefore a longer veto time of 1 s is applied after events with
reconstructed energy above 2.5 GeV.

Even when muons do not deposit energy in the scintillator, they can interact in
the neighborhood and produce neutrons. These neutrons then find their way into
GdLS and contribute to the background. These muons are effectively identified
by the water shield detectors. Veto time is set to (−1,600) µs around a signal in
either the inner or outer water shield which caused more than 12 PMT signals to
cross a preset threshold. The allowance for the signal in AD to come even before
the signal in the water shield is due to different detector latency.

Sometimes, an accidental overlap of uncorrelated events with an IBD signal
occurs. In order to prevent ambiguity in selection of the prompt and delayed
signal, the pair is required to be isolated from any other candidates, i.e. no other
prompt-like signal occurs in 200 µs before the prompt signal, between the prompt
and delayed signal, or 200 µs after the delayed signal.
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The criteria described above are summarized in Table 3.6.

Selection criterion

∆T (1, 200) µs
Prompt energy (0.7, 12) MeV
Delayed energy (6, 12) MeV
AD muon veto Veto (-2 µs, 1 ms) after > 20 MeV signal
AD shower veto Veto (-2 µs, 1 s) after > 2.5 GeV signal
Water shield veto Veto (-2, 600) µs after Nhit > 12 in OWS or IWS
Multiplicity veto No signal > 0.7 MeV 200 µs before prompt

No signal > 0.7 MeV 200 µs after delayed

Table 3.6: IBD selection criteria as applied in [21].

3.7 Backgrounds

The signal background of the Daya Bay experiment can be divided into 2 main
categories—uncorrelated and correlated. Uncorrelated background consists of an
accidental coincidence in time of two unrelated events which can together mimic
the antineutrino signal. Correlated background is caused by one event with two
signals of correlated origin separated in time similarly to the antineutrino signal.

3.7.1 Uncorrelated Background

Although the rate of uncorrelated individual signals is relatively high, only small
fraction created a pair which satisfies the antineutrino selection criteria. Most of
these signals that satisfy the delayed energy selection are β-decays of isotope 12B.
The isotope is abundantly created in the detector by interactions of cosmic rays
and it escapes veto because of its long half-life of 20.2 ms. In total, the uncorre-
lated background contributes only about 1% of the signal in the detectors of the
near halls and about 2% in the far hall. The contribution is estimated precisely
using measured rates of individual uncorrelated signals and is is subtracted from
signal with minor uncertainty.

3.7.2 Correlated Background

The correlated backgrounds are dominantly caused by interaction of cosmic rays
in the detectors or in their vicinity. They can produce free neutrons and unstable
isotopes. Signals from the cosmic rays themselves, decays of the unstable iso-
topes, and captures of the free neutrons can combine to create an IBD-like event.
However, the cosmic rays which cause them, leave a trace in the ADs and the
veto system, and, therefore, such events can be effectively vetoed.

Another background caused by cosmic rays are so called fast neutrons. Cosmic
rays can interact outside the antineutrino detectors and create neutrons with
large energies. These neutrons can penetrate into AD and their collisions with
protons of the scintillator can create a prompt-like signal. They lose their energy
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in these collisions and consequently are captured creating a delayed-like signal.
Efficient identification of the cosmic rays by the veto system allows to reduce this
background to events where the neutrons are created in the rock surrounding the
water pool of each hall.

Some of the unstable isotopes created by the cosmic rays in the detectors are
rare 9Li and 8He. They have relatively long half-life, 178.3 ms and 119.1 ms for
9Li and 8He, respectively. Either of them can undergo β decay with subsequent
emission of neutron. The combination of the β decay and the neutron capture
gives the same signature as the IBD event. The long half-life makes it difficult to
effectively veto these events while maintaining low dead time.

There are other contributors to the correlated backgrounds. The Am-C neu-
tron source is observed to create a pair of gammas correlated in time and with
energies sufficient to pass the strict criterion on the delayed signal. In short,
the mechanism is as follows. Neutrons from the source collide inelastically with
the iron nuclei of the surrounding stainless steel vessel, which then emits prompt
gamma rays. The neutron is then captured either on iron of the vessel or on
gadolinium in the overflow tanks that are close to the ACUs. When these prompt
and delayed gammas penetrates into the scintillator they can be misidentified as
IBD events. As mentioned earlier, this background is negligible in the near halls,
but contributes to the signal significantly in the far hall, and two out of three
sources in each AD were removed in EH3.

The last background considered is coming from interactions of α particles from
natural radioactivity. They can interact with nuclei in the scintillator with release
of neutron. The dominant interaction is 13C(α, n)16O. Energy released from either
neutron slow-down or from de-excitation of the produced 16O∗ constitute the
prompt signal and the delayed capture of the neutron complement the correlated
pair of signals.

The backgrounds, which are considered after the application of veto, are sum-
marized in Table 3.7 where I also list their approximate relative contribution to
the signal in the three halls. The fractional contribution may vary from AD to
AD and the stated number for each hall is an average for each hall. The uncer-
tainties are typical uncertainties that do not change much from AD to AD. The
latest estimates of the actual rates used in the oscillation analysis can be found
in [21].
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EH1 EH2 EH3

Accidental 1.35±0.01 1.15±0.01 2.06±0.03
fast neutrons 0.12±0.02 0.09±0.03 0.07±0.01
9Li/8Heisotopes 0.42±0.23 0.29±0.15 0.36±0.19
Am-C calibration source 0.04±0.02 0.05±0.02 0.29±0.14

8AD period∗ 0.03±0.02 0.03±0.02 0.07±0.04
13C(α, n)16O 0.01∗∗ 0.01±0.01 0.07±0.04

Table 3.7: List of backgrounds in νe detection. The contributions are in percent
of the measured rate of antineutrino interactions. Background rates are taken
from [21]. (∗) Two out of three Am-C sources were removed from each AD in
EH3 during the installation of additional detectors in the summer of 2012. (∗∗)
Uncertainty in the fraction is insignificant relative to the other uncertainties.
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4. RPC Testing

Resistive plate chamber(RPC)-based detectors are part of the Daya Bay exper-
iment’s muon system. For its construction, around 1600 bare chambers were
produced. They are assembled into modules which cover the water pools in each
experimental hall.

This chapter reports results of training and testing of individual RPCs and
of the performance tests of the assembled modules. The first section describes
the design of the RPC detector system. Procedures and results of training and
testing of the bare chambers are described in the second section. Third section
covers the evaluation of performance of the RPC modules.

A small scale test setup for RPC measurements was built at the Institute of
Particle and Nuclear Physics, Charles University in Prague. Its design and the
first test measurements are described in the last section of this chapter.

4.1 The RPC System

The system of RPCs of the Daya Bay experiment works as a part of the detection
system of cosmic muons. It reconstructs the position of the crossing of the RPC
plane. It is designed as an array of planar modules each of which consists of 4
layers of bare RPC.

The arrays of RPC modules are placed on top of a retractable steel structure
above the water pool in each experimental hall (EH). Altogether 56 modules are
installed in each of the near halls (EH1 and EH2) and 83 modules are installed
in the far hall (EH3), totaling 195 modules. Two additional modules are placed
above the main array at two sides. Tracks of the muons that pass through the
extra modules and the main array can be reconstructed. Details of layout of the
RPC modules in each hall is described in Chapter 3.

Design and production of the bare chambers and modules are described in
the first two of the following sub-sections, followed by two sub-sections on signal
readout electronics system and the gas composition of the filling of the RPCs.

4.1.1 Bare chambers

RPCs are gaseous particle detectors which were introduced in 1981 by Santonico
and Cardarelli[48]. They consist of two resistive planar electrodes separated by a
gas gap. Bare RPCs of the Daya Bay experiment are made of two Bakelite sheets
that are fixed parallel to each other creating a 2 mm gap. Outer surfaces are
covered with graphite paint which is connected to high voltage (HV) and creates
uniform electric field throughout the gas gap.

The most critical properties of the RPC electrode plates are their resistivity
and surface smoothness. Both of these properties affect significantly it’s perfor-
mance qualities.

The RPC design used in the Daya Bay experiment is similar to the one used by
BESIII[49] and differs from commonly used RPC detectors mainly in the materials
used. The chambers are built out of two parallel Bakelite sheets. The sheets are
not treated with linseed oil in order to ensure its surface smoothness, which is
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widely applied to Bakelite RPCs in various experiments[50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. The
oil treatment proved to be problematic, causing long-term stability issues and
ageing of the detectors, [55]. Instead, the Bakelite sheets, which are made of
sheets of paper laminated with a mixture of phenolic and melamin resins, use
coarser paper sandwiched in between sheets of finer quality paper with modified
composition of the resins. The paper laminates are heat-compressed in between
mirror-quality polished stainless steel press plates. The usage of the finer laminate
outer layers and of the highly polished steel press plates ensures the smoothness
of the surface of the Bakelite sheets and the application of the linseed oil is not
necessary. The Bakelite sheets were required to have resistivity in the range of
0.5− 2.5× 1012 Ωcm at 20◦C.

The Bakelite sheets are cut into two sizes of dimensions 1 × 2.10 m2 and
1.10 × 2.10 m2, and a graphite paint is applied to one side of each sheet. The
surface resistivity of the graphite coating was measured and it was required to be
in the range of 400− 1000 kΩ/�.

The cut sheets are assembled in pairs of the same dimensions with their
graphite-coated sides facing outwards and with a 2-mm gap in between. The
two plates are separated at the edges by a frame made of acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene polymer. The segments of the frame are 2 mm high and 10 mmwide.
To ensure uniform spacing small button spacers were glued to the sheets in a
10 × 10 cm2 grid. This way, the Bakelite sheets are prevented from bending
inwards, or outwards. The spacers are of cylindrical shape with disk-shaped mid-
section. The mid-section has larger diameter of 12 mm which provides larger
surface area and decreases the surface leakage current. The cylindrical part of
the spacer has a diameter of about 10 mm.

A special hubs are placed near the corners on each of the shorter side of the
RPC. They provide a feedthrough for a gas flow into the gap between the plates
and they are also used as connectors of high voltage to the graphite coatings.
The chambers have a 100 µm polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film on each side
which covers the graphite painting and insulates the high voltage of the electrode.

Signal from each RPC is readout by pair of copper sheets that sandwich the
chamber. Schematic drawing of a cross-section of the RPC is in Figure 4.1.
Individual layers are indicated, including the Bakelite sheets and readout planes.

A photograph of one built RPC is in Figure 4.2. The inset photo shows a
detail of the connector hub. The copper tape on the picture runs from the HV
connector connector to the graphite coating.

+HV

-HV

readout

PET
graphite
Bakelite
gas

spacer

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of cross-section of bare RPC. Individual layers
and a plastic spacer are indicated.
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Figure 4.2: Photograph of an assembled RPC with a detail of the hub which
serves as gas inlet/outlet and provides high-voltage connector pin.

4.1.2 RPC modules

The bare chambers are assembled into modules of dimensions of 2.17× 2.20 m2.
A module is designed as an aluminum box with the RPCs stacked in 4 layers,
each layer containing two chambers. RPCs of two sizes are used in each layer. As
described in previous subsection, the smaller one has dimension of 1 m by 2.1 m
and the larger one is 1.10 m by 2.12 m. Their order is switched in neighboring
layers so that the dead area in the middle of each layer does not overlap vertically.
The staggered layout of the RPCs in the layers is visible in the top-view and cross-
sectional drawing in Figure 4.3. There are 8 RPCs used in a module in total from
which half are small- and half are large- size RPCs.

Signals from the detectors are readout by external copper sheets placed on
both sides of each layer, copper-clad FR-4 (flame resistant glass epoxy sheet)
is used. Sheets at one side have machine-cut strips in a zig-zag design, with
two turns at one side and one turn at the other side. This way the length of
a strip is effectively 4 times longer and 4 times narrower. Total dimensions of
the zig-zag strip are 26 cm × 2.10 m and the equivalent strip dimensions are
6.5 cm × 8.4 m. This zig-zag design provides shorter induced pulses of higher
amplitude than a single 26-cm wide strip. Copper sheets on the other side of
a layer serve as a grounding electrode and are left without divisions. The ends
of the readout strips—outer most divisions at the side of one turn of the zig-
zag strip—are connected to the ground plane via 27-Ω resistors to prevent signal
reflections. The induced signal is read out via twisted-pair cables soldered to one
end of the strip and to the ground electrode. The layout of the strip is shown in
Figure 4.4. There are altogether 8 readout strips per layer yielding 32 readout
channels per module.

Layers are stacked in two pairs, and the top and bottom neighboring layers
share a common ground copper sheet. The readout strips of the neighboring layers
are aligned perpendicular to each other. The top and bottom pairs of layers are
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: A schematic drawing of a module structure with highlighted dead
areas. The location of high-voltage boxes and a FEC card is shown in the top view
(a). Staggering of the bigger- and smaller-size RPCs in the module is depicted in
the cross-sectional view (b).

Figure 4.4: A schematic drawing of a readout strip. Zig-zag design is demon-
strated together with end terminations with 27-Ω resistors. A twisted pair read-
out cable connects one end of the strip to the front-end-electronics card (FEC).

separated by an insulating layer. The layer consists of copper sheet sandwiched
in between two 1-cm thick polycarbonate plates. The additional copper layer
electrically separates the middle two layers and their readout strips. The same
polycarbonate plate insulates the top layer from the aluminum box. The bottom
layer is insulated by a 2-cm thick FR-4 fiber glass honeycomb plate which is more
rigid and prevents the module deformation. A diagram of layering inside the
module is shown in Figure 4.5. The figure also shows the changing alignment of
the readout strips.

Steady flow of operational gas mixture is needed for a continuous operation
of the RPCs. This is ensured by two inlets and two outlets on the outside of a
module. The gas is then distributed to each bare RPC as indicated in Figure 4.6.
Each gas-flow branch supplies 4 bare RPCs in series. This way, if a gas chan-
nel fails to work properly, two layers with X- and Y-direction readouts remain
operational.

Each layer of the module is supplied by two individual high-voltage channels,
positive high voltage is applied to the side of RPC which faces readout strips,
negative high voltage is applied to the side facing the grounding plane. Two HV
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Figure 4.5: A schematic drawing of layers inside an RPC module. Readout
strips of neighboring layers are aligned perpendicular to each other. The isolation
copper sheet in the middle (red) electrically isolates the two readout strips facing
each other.

boxes are mounted on each RPC module, they provide total of 8 HV connectors.
The 32 readout strips of the module are connected via twisted-wire cables to

a front-end-electronics card (FEC) placed in an aluminum casing mounted from
outside of the module.

4.1.3 Front-end-Electronics Card

The RPC detectors are relatively simple and they do not require multiplication of
the signal when operated in streamer mode. However, they have large dark noise
rate, that is, rate of signals that do not result from interaction of cosmic ray in
the detector. Coincidence of more layers is required in order to suppress the high
rates of unwanted signals. Designated front-end electronics processes signals of
each module.

Custom FECs were designed. The input signals are discriminated and dig-
itized. The digital version of signals is processed on a dedicated FPGA chip
which is capable of distinguishing coincidences in between module layers at dif-
ferent levels—2, 3, or 4 layers with signal over threshold in at least one readout
strip. Processed data are then buffered and ready to be serially transmitted to
the next step in the DAQ chain.
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Figure 4.6: A schematic drawing of flow of the filling gas mixture through the
individual bare RPC in the module. Layers L1 and L2, and layers L3 and L4 are
supplied by separate gas inputs, respectively.

Data from each module’s FEC are sent through transmission stations, readout
transceivers (ROT), to RPC trigger module (RTM) and readout module (ROM).
RTM decides which modules are readout and sends a readout trigger signal to
each of them. ROM collects data from the triggered modules and pass them to
the experimental data acquisition system (DAQ). A schematic view of the data
flow is depicted in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of the RPC DAQ system. The system consists of the front-
end electronics card, FEC, the readout transceiver, ROT, and the readout and
trigger modules, ROM and RTM, respectively. Signals from RPC readout strips of
each module are fed via 32 twisted-pair cables to the FEC. 15 FECs are connected
to one ROT with multi-wire serial cables. 4 (6) ROTs connect to the ROM and
RTM with optical fibers in near (far) halls.
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4.1.4 Filling gas composition and flow rate

RPCs at Daya Bay operates in streamer mode. This mode requires proper gas
composition. The most common mixture used is Argon–R134a–iso-butane. Each
of the components has specific role. Argon as an inert gas with low mean en-
ergy for ion-electron pair production, R134a (1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane) is an elec-
tronegative gas which serves as a quencher for produced electrons, and iso-butane
effectively absorbs x-rays emitted during the deexcitation of the gas during the
streamer discharge.

When sufficiently high voltage is applied to the electrodes of RPC, electrons
from the primary ionization of the detected radiation start avalanche which then
multiplies by x-ray emission, and the streamer is initiated. The streamer has
significantly higher charge than a single avalanche and is observed to appear
with a delay after the initial avalanche [56]. The x-ray quenching by iso-butane
prevents the streamer from spreading spatially over wider areas, preventing the
RPC from complete discharge and controlling the amount of charge transfer and
dead time of the detector.

Apart from requirements on performance of RPCs there are also safety con-
cerns which lead to decision on the final mixture. Due to its flammability, iso-
butane fraction is limited to 4% which is considered safe in underground environ-
ments.

Large discharges in RPCs tend to decompose R134a and produce HF acid
which erodes surface of the resistive plates [57] and accelerates aging of the de-
tectors. An addition of a small amount of SF6 into the mixture allowed to reduce
the amounts R134a.

A study of various mixture compositions showed that Daya Bay RPCs can
operate well with iso-butane fraction in range 2–4% and R134a fraction around
20% after addition of 0.2% of SF6 [58]. The nominal gas composition for Daya
Bay RPCs is Ar–R134a–iso-butane–SF6 in the ratio 65.5:30:4:0.5.

4.2 Training and testing of bare RPC chambers

at IHEP

New RPCs need a special treatment called training before use in order to achieve
good and stable performance. During training, high currents cause burning of
impurities of the inner surfaces of the resistive electrodes. These impurities cause
non-even electric fields in the gas gap and produce spots with often spontaneous
discharges.

Before assembly into the modules, each RPC was tested with cosmic muons.
Only RPCs that satisfied specific requirements on their performance were then
used in the modules.

The production of RPCs started in 2008, and training and testing of 1600
RPCs in total was performed at the Institute of High Energy Physics of Chinese
Academy of Sciences in Beijing, China, and finished in 2009.
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4.2.1 Training of RPC

RPCs were trained in batches where 8 RPCs at a time were put on shelves of
a training stand. They were connected to one supply of filling gas in series, so
that the top most RPC received fresh gas and the bottom one was connected to
the gas exhaust. The purpose of training was to expose RPC to high currents
for relatively long time. They were flushed with pure argon, which ensured there
was no quenching elements. Total gas flow rate was set to 100 cm3/min which is
approximately 1 full volume of all 8 RPCs in about 5.5–6 hours. The high voltage
was set to about 10 kV. This way continuous self induced streamer discharge
occurred and currents up to 1 mA were passing through the RPCs. The currents
were limited by the capability of the used HV modules. HV of each RPC was
adjusted so that the cap of 1 mA was not crossed.

Each batch of 8 RPCs was trained for about 48 hours. Throughout the train-
ing period, currents in individual RPCs and environmental data (room temper-
ature and humidity, and atmospheric pressure) were recorded. During the first
first 20 to 30 hours all RPCs exhibit increase in current. Then the current starts
decreasing again and appears to stabilize after about 50 hours of training. Typical
current variation of 7 RPCs is shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Monitored currents of 7 RPCs during the training period. All RPCs
exhibit increase of current in the first 20 hours and stabilization of the current
after 50 hours of training.

4.2.2 Tests of RPC performance

After training, RPCs were moved to an air-conditioned room for testing by cosmic
ray muons. The aim of the testing was to quantify performance of each RPC in
terms of its muon detection efficiency, dark current, and the rate of signals not
correlated with any passing muon, the so called singles count rate (SCR).

Although the room’s conditioning system had limited capabilities, the vari-
ation of ambient temperature was suppressed to a standard deviation of 1◦C
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around its mean value of 20◦C. Due to large differences in humidity between the
winter and summer season in Beijing, relative humidity in the room varied with
deviation of 9% around its mean value of 33%. Pressure varied through the year
by about 1 kPa around a mean value of 101.5 kPa. Time dependent variations
of all three quantities are plotted in Figure 4.9. One can immediately notice that
while temperature was relatively stable, humidity and atmospheric pressure had
large seasonal fluctuations.

The performance tests of bare chambers were done before final decision on
the filling gas composition. A simpler mixture was used for the evaluation which
consisted of argon, R134a, and isobutane in relative amounts of 53:43:4. The
difference in performance with this mixture as opposed to the Daya Bay nominal
has no major impact on the decision about chamber’s quality.
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Figure 4.9: Time variations of room temperature, relative humidity, and atmo-
spheric pressure in testing room during tests of RPC with cosmic muons. Seasonal
variations of humidity and pressure are observed.

Up to six RPCs were stacked at a time into stand shelves for measurements.
There were 3 blocks of plastic scintillator. They served as cosmic muon telescopes.
One of the scintillators was stacked on top of the shelves, above all RPCs, and
the other two scintillators were placed at the bottom shelf, underneath the RPCs.
Layout of the measurement stand shelves is depicted in Figure 4.10. Each scin-
tillator block was a 1 m by 1 m panel about 10 cm thick. Scintillation light
from each panel was detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). Amplified and
discriminated signals from the photomultipliers were connected to a coincidence
module which produced an output signal when all 3 scintillators were traversed
by a muon. Every muon detected by this coincidence passed through the tested
RPCs.

Each RPC under test was sandwiched by two FR-4 copper-clad sheets where
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Figure 4.10: Schematic drawing of layout of RPC tests with cosmic muons.

the top one was connected to ground and the bottom one had 4 zig-zag strips
cut out, as described in Section 4.1.2 on RPC modules. One end of each strip
was terminated with a 24-Ω resistor connected to the ground sheet. Signals were
readout from the other end of the strip. Signals from each of the 4 strips were fed
to a discriminator and were discriminated at 50-mV threshold. The discriminated
signals were then summed and the resulting sum was a representation of any hit
in the RPC. One output of the summed signal was sent to a counter module
which recorded the so called single events, i.e. signals without a requirement to
be caused by the muon selected by the telescope scintillators. Another output
of the summed signal was fed into a coincidence module together with the signal
from the 3 scintillators. Efficiency was then determined from the ratio of the
number of these four-coincidences over the number of all muons detected by the
telescopes.

The 6 RPCs were prepared for the measurements in the evening of the preced-
ing day, and were flushed with the operational gas mixture over night. This way
the chambers were allowed to reach thermal equilibrium with the environment and
the argon filling from training was flushed out by the testing-gas mixture. With
the flow of 200 cm3/min the total volume of gas in all 6 RPCs was exchanged
about 6 times over night.

High voltage of opposite sign was brought to each electrode of each chamber
from separate channels. Actual voltage and current was measured and stored
for each measurement. Total voltage drop between electrodes of each RPC was
changed between 6 and 9 kV in steps of 100 V. Measurements over the full range
of applied voltage were repeated in cycles with 100 s at each voltage.

The series of measurement at each HV was repeated at least 5 times. With the
average rate of the scintillators’ 3-fold coincidence of about 20 Hz, the accumu-
lated number of muons for each applied HV was approximately 5×100 s×20 Hz =
10000, and therefore the statistical precision of the efficiency measurement was
at the level of 1% or better.

The typical efficiency curve of an example RPC is shown in Figure 4.11a. At
around 7 kV, the efficiency increases quickly to its high value around 95% where it
plateaus and does not change much with further voltage increase. The transition
region is related to the streamer production from the primary ionization. The
higher the voltage is the higher probability of creation of the streamer is and
also the larger charge is transferred during the streamer. Higher charge transfers
induce larger signals in the readout strips and therefore increase the probability
of its discrimination-threshold crossing.
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Figure 4.11: Example of measured characteristics of RPC with respect to ap-
plied HV. Efficiency (a) follows typical shape with fast increase at around 7 kV
with plateau for voltages above about 7.5 kV. Singles count rate (b) and dark
current(c) also shown.

Figure 4.11c shows the typical dependence of singles count rate with respect
to the applied high voltage. Similarly to the efficiency curve, fast increase is
observable in the same region, caused by increasing probability of a primary
ionization (not necessarily from a cosmic muon in this case) to produce signal
which would cross the threshold. Unlike the efficiency curve, the SCR curve does
not plateau with increasing voltage due to increasing probability of spontaneous
emission of an electron from the inner surface in presence of high electric field.

The current through the chamber which is partially caused by the surface
currents, but the dominant part is from the charge transfer during the streamer
production. Its dependence on the applied high voltage is plotted in Figure 4.11c.
Since the streamer production is largely due to spontaneous electron emissions,
independent of cosmic muon rates, I refer to it as dark current. It exhibits
continuous growth without any apparent changes to the shape.

Rejection criteria for each RPC were set for applied HV of 8 kV and with
discriminator threshold set at 50 mV. Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of the
measured efficiencies of all tested RPCs. The average efficiency is 95.34%. RPC
was required to reach at least 94% efficiency. This requirement was motivated by
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the requirement that the total efficiency of the muon veto system was greater than
99.5%. Based on simulations, 94% efficiency of an RPC translates to approxi-
mately 96.5% efficiency of a module triggered by at least 3 layers. The average
efficiency of the accepted chambers is 96.05%.
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Figure 4.12: Distribution of efficiencies of tested RPCs. Distribution is higher and
narrower for efficiencies measured at 8.7 kV (red dashed line) than for efficiencies
at 8 kV (black line)

Figure 4.12 also shows distribution of efficiencies at 8.7 kV. The average
efficiency is higher and the spread is lower than for the distribution at 8 kV.
This suggests that some RPCs reached their highest efficiency at voltages higher
than 8 kV. This “late” reach of the plateau is attributed to large gas gap which
effectively lowers the electric field across the gap.

To reflect the shift of the efficiency curve, the HV of 50% efficiency is a good
measure of the position of start of the plateau. Figure 4.13 shows the distribution
voltages needed to reach 50% efficiency for RPCs accepted and rejected by the
efficiency criterion. Since the voltage drop over the gas gap depends on resistivity
of the Bakelite sheet and also on the density of the gas filling, effective voltage
varies between RPCs and also with the ambient temperature and air pressure.
Voltages in Figure 4.13 are corrected for the climate variations and voltage drops
across the Bakelite sheets.

The average value of the 50% efficiency of the accepted chambers is 6861 V
and the distribution has a spread of about 132 V. If the changes in the position of
the plateau are caused by the variations in the sizes of the gas gaps, the variation
of about 2% corresponds to variation of 40 µm in the gap size.

There was no intrinsic requirement for the dark current and singles count rate.
Their limits were established in order to reject outlying RPCs which would be
strong candidates for future failures. Figure 4.14 shows histograms of measured
SCR and dark current at 8 kV. The statistics are divided to sets of RPCs accepted
by the efficiency criterion and of those rejected by it. Sample of detectors rejected
based on the efficiency appears to have longer tails in both histograms, although
this cannot be confirmed due to limited statistics. RPCs were required to have
SCR lower than 0.8 Hz/cm2 and dark current lower then 10 µA/m2.

In total, 171 RPCs out of 1600 tested (∼ 11%) had efficiency lower than 94%
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of applied HV for which the tested RPCs reached effi-
ciency 50%. Rejected RPCs (red dashed line) became 50% efficient at higher HV
than accepted RPCs (black line)

at 8 kV and with 50 mV threshold. Further 13 chambers failed the SCR criterion
and one did not pass the dark-current criterion.
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of singles count rates and dark currents of the tested
RPCs at applied voltage of 8 kV. RPCs rejected by the requirement of at least
94% efficiency are plotted in red dashed line.

4.3 RPC Module Performance

After each RPC bare chamber had been tested it was used for the module as-
sembly. The design of the RPC module was described in Section 4.1.2. Each
assembled module was first tested for possible gas leaks and then transported to
a testing room.

Eight modules were stacked in shelves, vertically aligned, as can be seen on
the photo in Figure 4.15. Modules were connected to separate branches of gas
inlets and outlets. Composition of used gas was the same as the experiment’s
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nominal, i.e. Ar, R134a, iso-butane, and SF4 in the proportions 65.5:30:4:0.5.
Total flow of about 600 cm3/min was supplied to the system. All the modules
were connected to a common high voltage supply with 7.6 kV applied.

Module test shelf

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

FEC

Figure 4.15: Photograph of RPC modules in the test shelves. The module on
top, labeled 029, was not used in the tests.

FEC boards were connected to the signal lines of each module and were read-
out by a custom built bench-top readout module. Readout of each module was
triggered when at least two layers of the modules registered signals, I will denote
this situation as 2/4 trigger. In the offline analysis of the data, readout triggers
with signals in at least 3 layers were marked as 3/4 triggers.

The performance of each module was tested by cosmic muons. Muons were
identified by the modules themselves. For each detector under test (DUT), three
neighboring modules were used as muon telescopes, one above, and two below
DUT. Only 5 of 8 shelved modules could be tested at a time. The top most
module and the two modules at the bottom of the shelves were kept in place
during the testing of all modules. Therefore, if the modules are numbered 1 to
8 from bottom to top, as indicated in Figure 4.15, then module 3, for example,
was tested with muons identified by modules 1, 2, and 4.

The design of the modules with perpendicular readout strips across the layers
allows determination of location of the muon crossing. Therefore, modules could
be tested for efficiency in different segments which we call patches. One patch is
determined by a signal in at least two layers with opposite directionality of their
readout strips. There is 8 strips per layer, therefore a module is divided into 64
patches.

The muon passage was identified when the three muon telescope modules
neighboring DUT had coincident signal in the same patch. Therefore, efficiency
was measured for mostly vertical muons with zenith angle not larger than about
30◦. Coincident readout triggers of type 2/4 and 3/4 of DUT were recorded and
two types of efficiencies of a particular patch of DUT were defined depending on
the trigger type, 2/4 or 3/4 efficiency.

Figure 4.16 shows the patch efficiencies for an example module. Each patch is
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numbered according to its position beginning with 0 at the corner of first X- and
Y- strip and ending with 63 at the diagonal corner. There is a significant drop
of about 5% in 3/4 efficiency for a group of patches right in the middle. These
patches overlap with the middle dead area between the two bare RPCs composing
each layer. The 2/4 efficiency is not as sensitive to the dead area because of the
alternate assembly of large and small bare RPCs. The dead spaces in two layers
of the same readout strip directionality do not overlap vertically. Therefore, if
the vertical muon passes through the dead area of one X layer, it avoids passing
it in the other X layer.

Smaller dips are also visible in Figure 4.16 for both patch efficiencies. These
correspond to the reduction of efficiency in patches along the edges of the module.
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Figure 4.16: Efficiencies of individual patches of an example e module. Efficiencies
of the module in 2/4 (triangles) and 3/4 (circles) trigger mode are plotted. The
3/4 mode is more sensitive to the dead area in the middle of the module at the
border line of the two bare chambers of each layer. Patches are numbered from
0 to 63 as X×8+Y.

Module efficiencies were also estimated based on the measured efficiencies of
bare RPCs. Designated MC simulations of passage of muons through modules
were performed. Module efficiencies were calculated for different scenarios where
the module was assembled with bare chambers of given efficiency.

The results are summarized in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2. For different bare
chamber efficiencies the corresponding module efficiency is included for the two
different trigger types. The former table lists efficiencies of the patches along the
middle dead area. The large difference between the 2/4 and 3/4 efficiencies agree
with the measurements in Figure 4.16. Table 4.2 lists estimated overall module
efficiencies. There is stronger dependence of the 3/4 efficiency on the efficiency
of individual bare chamber.

The aforementioned MC simulation assumed ideal bare chambers without the
polycarbonate spacers which supported the gas gap in a uniform grid every 10 cm.
They cover about 5% of the full area of an RPC. From different simplified simu-
lations it was estimated that they contributed about 0.1% and 0.3% inefficiencies
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chamber eff.(%) patch 2/4 eff. patch 3/4 eff.

92 98.93 90.21
94 99.28 91.97
96 99.57 93.44
98 99.80 94.58
100 100.00 95.38

Table 4.1: Efficiencies of patches over central dead areas of a module from MC
simulations.

chamber eff.(%) module 2/4 eff. module 3/4 eff.

92 99.61 95.11
94 99.77 96.66
96 99.89 97.79
98 99.95 98.57
100 100.00 98.93

Table 4.2: Module overall efficiency from MC simulations.

in the 2/4 and 3/4 trigger modes, respectively.

Acceptance criteria were set for RPC module patch efficiencies. Based on
simulations, the expected patch 3/4 efficiency which corresponds to the bare
chamber efficiency of 94% was determined to be about 92% for the middle (less
efficient) patches, and about 95% for the rest. These values were set as minimal
requirement for the modules.

Figures 4.17a and 4.17c show distributions of the patch efficiencies of 199
tested modules. The 2/4 patch efficiency (top plot) has one narrow peak with
a mean value of 99.8%. The 3/4 efficiency (bottom plot) has a broader peak at
99.3% and another one at around 94%. The latter peak corresponds to the less
efficient patches over the dead area.

The overall module efficiencies are plotted in Figures 4.17b and 4.17d, and
they follow the expectations from the measured patch efficiencies. The mean
module 3/4 efficiency 97.9% agrees with the expectation based on average bare
chamber efficiency of 96.05%.

4.4 RPC Testing Setup in Prague

We have built a smaller scale RPC testing setup at the Institute of Particle
and Nuclear Physics, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in
Prague. The purpose of this setup is to study mechanisms behind creation of the
RPC signal and to determine its amplitude and spatial evolution. Moreover, it
serves as a platform for training new students for work in laboratory and to have
first touch at the experimental instrumentation.

The RPC testing setup consists of gas system, HV and signal readout elec-
tronics, and scintillator detectors for selection of cosmic muons. We have two
small 50 cm× 25 cm RPCs of design similar with RPCs used in the Daya experi-
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Figure 4.17: Distribution of RPC modules’ patch (a), (c), and overall, (b), (d),
efficiencies in 2/3 and 3/4 trigger modes. Decrease of efficiency in patches across
the middle dead area of the module are visible in 3/4 mode of patch efficiencies
(c).

ment. The RPCs and the scintillators are placed in a testing stand with shelves,
in Figure 4.18.

The gas system is designed to prepare the desired gas mixture and supply it to
the tested RPCs. Individual component gases, argon, R134a, and isobutane, are
filled into two cylindrical gas containers (15 litres each) with preset proportions.
The amount of each component is controlled by precise MKS[59] flow controllers
calibrated for the particular gas. After filling, the mixture is supplied to the
RPCs with flow controlled by another MKS flow controller. The flow of the
argon gas into the containers can be set up to about 1400 cm3/min. Flow of
other components scales down according to their proportion. The typical flow of
final mixture to the RPCs is around 2 cm3/min.

Three scintillation blocks are used as cosmic muon telescopes. The scintillators
have dimensions 45 cm×20 cm×5 cm, and each is equipped with one PMT. One
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Figure 4.18: Photograph of RPC test setup built at our institute in Prague.
The gas system is visible in the green steel rack. Shelves with tested RPCs and
telescope scintillators is in the middle of the photo. Signal processing electronics
and HV supply modules are placed in NIM and CAMAC crates in the blue rack
on the right. Measurement is controlled from a PC.

scintillator is placed on the top of the testing shelf and two are at the bottom.
This setup is the same as on previously shown in Figure 4.10. Signals from the
PMTs are fed to a coincidence logic module and 3-fold coincidence selects muons
that pass through the tested RPCs.

Top and bottom electrodes of RPCs are connected to precision high voltage
supply modules that can provide up to 5 kV at each channel with positive or
negative polarity. Therefore, RPCs can be operated at voltage difference up to
10 kV. RPCs are sandwiched in between two copper sheets of size 50 cm ×
25 cm, where one of them have carved out two zig-zag strips. Signals from the
readout strips are discriminated and connected to a coincidence module with the
signal of the muon selected by the scintillator telescopes. Discriminated signals
from each RPC and their coincidences with the selected muons are counted in a
scaler module. The scaler module is automatically read out via a CAMAC-to-PC
interface.

With student Tadeáš Dohnal, we commissioned the setup and measured basic
properties of two small RPCs. Efficiency vs HV curves were tested for one RPC
untrained (RPC1) and one RPC trained properly (RPC2). The purpose and
method of training is described early in this chapter in section 4.2. The curves
are plotted in Figure 4.19, and they are similar except that the efficiency of
trained RPC2 starts rising at slightly lower HV than efficiency of RPC1.
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In fact, although RPC1 had not been trained, it had been connected to HV
and tested for efficiency before and the similarity of the efficiency vs HV curve
is not too surprising. The work is described in more detail in diploma thesis by
Dohnal[60].
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Figure 4.19: Measured efficiency vs applied HV for untrained (RPC1) and trained
(RPC2) small RPCs.
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5. Muon Decay

Muons decay dominantly via weak interaction into electron/positron and a pair
of neutrino and antineutrino

µ−→ e− + νe + νµ, µ
+→ e+ + νe + νµ

Part of muons decay with additional radiation of a photon:

µ−→ e− + νe + νµ + γ,

and similarly for µ+. As will be discussed later in this chapter, the fraction of
radiative decay to non-radiative depends on the minimal energy of the photon
that can be registered.

Since the life time of the muon is relatively long, mean lifetime of muon in
vacuum is 2.197 µs [20], it predominantly decays at rest. Therefore, the energy
deposition in a detector is given only by the decay process itself, independently
of muon’s initial energy.

Decays of µ− are influenced by the chemical environment because they can
pair with nuclei of surrounding atoms the same way electrons do. Moreover, their
binding is much stronger than binding of the electron, and they always quickly
attach to the nucleus and create a muonic atom.

Goal of this chapter is to describe spectrum of energies from decays of cosmic
muons in the Daya Bay detectors. I first introduce simple calculation of the
spectrum of electrons or positrons in the Born approximation. I also address
a question of effect of the radiative muon decay in combination with radiative
corrections to the simple formula. In the last part of this chapter, I describe
how I modeled spectrum of electrons from µ− decays in orbit. I conclude with
combination of models for µ+ and µ− decays.

5.1 Spectrum of e−/e+ in Born approximation

A generic formula for a decay of a fermion into three fermions was first developed
by L. Michel in [61, 62]. A four fermion contact interaction is used as depicted by
a simplified Feynman diagram in Fig. 5.1. Within the Fermi model and using the
V-A structure of the Standard Model, the formula for differential decay width
of unpolarized muon with respect to the electron energy can be written in the
form[63]

dΓBorn

dx
= 2Γ0x

2βfBorn (5.1)

fBorn (x) =
[
3− 2x+

x

4
(3x− 4)

(
1− β2

)]
. (5.2)

Here I denote electron energy in accordance with frequent use in literature as
a fractional energy x = 2Ee/mµ where mµ is the mass of the muon and mµ/2
is approximately the maximal energy of the electron in the limit of massless
electrons and neutrinos. The total muon decay width in Born approximation is
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Figure 5.1: Simplified Feynman diagram for amplitude of muon decay process
which uses only four-fermion contact interaction.

Γ0 = G2
Fm

5
µ/192π3, and β =

√
1−m2

e/E
2
e is the electron’s relativistic β factor.

GF is the Fermi coupling constant and me is the electron mass.
For illustration, the resulting differential decay width vs. the fractional energy

of the electron is plotted in black line in Figure 5.4.

5.2 1st order radiative corrections

In the 50s of the last century, first calculations of radiative corrections to the
muon decay were published [64, 65, 66]. The Feynman diagram of the Fermi
model interaction is then augmented by virtual photon lines. New diagrams
contribute to the amplitude of the process, see Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Simplified diagrams for calculation of the amplitude of muon decay
process with radiative corrections.

The calculations of the amplitude in the 1st order of electromagnetic coupling
constant α are divergent. In order to suppress the divergence, concurrent process
in the same order of GF and α must be added. The added process is muon decay
with radiation of a gamma photon, which is referred to as radiative decay, and
the radiation of the photon as apart of the decay process is often called inner
bremsstrahlung. The corresponding new diagrams, shown in Figure 5.3, cancel
out the divergence at the level of the decay width.

The formula for the total muon decay width which includes the non-radiative
and radiative decay channels in the first order of α and for unpolarized muon can
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Figure 5.3: Simplified diagrams for calculation of the amplitude of radiative muon
decay process.

be rewritten [63, 67] as

dΓ

dx
=

dΓBorn

dx
+

dΓ(1)

dx
= 2Γ0x

2β
(
fBorn (x) +

α

2π
f (1) (x)

)
(5.3)

The explicit form of the correction f1(x) can be found in the Appendix A.1.
The resulting corrected energy spectrum of electron is plotted in Figure 5.4

in red curve, overlaid over the spectrum calculated in the Born approximation
(5.1). The two formulas, (5.1) and (5.3), share the same decay constant Γ0 and
therefore do not give the same total decay width Γ in the figure.
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Figure 5.4: Calculated differential decay width with respect to the energy of
electron from muon decay. Born approximation (black) is compared to result of
formula (5.3) which includes radiative corrections (red). I used the same coupling
constant GF (GF/(~c)3 = 1.1663787 × 10−5GeV−2[20]) in both cases, therefore
the total decay widths, or the integrals of the curves, do not match.

5.3 Inner bremsstrahlung and radiative muon

decay

The energy distribution presented in the previous section does not, in general,
represent energy from the muon decays observable in the Daya Bay antineutrino
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detectors. When the decay process radiates a gamma photon, it must be included
to the total energy deposited in the detector. I will call the total energy which
can be deposited in the detector visible energy Evis.

In order to calculate the differential decay width of the muon with respect
to Evis, contributions of the two decay modes need to be separated in (5.3) and
the part describing the radiative process must be expressed with respect to the
visible energy Evis, i.e. the sum of energies of electron and photon.

The procedure can be described as follows. The separation of dΓ/dx from
(5.3) reads

dΓ

dx
=

dΓ0γ

dx
+

dΓγ
dx

, (5.4)

where the first term on the right hand side of the equation is the contribution
of the non-radiative part of the process and the second term comes from the
radiative process. As I mentioned earlier, the divergences in the two terms cancel
each other. The radiative term goes to infinity when the energy of the radiated
photon goes to zero. The separation can be done consistently by limiting the
second term to energies of the photon larger than a cut-off energy.

The differential decay width with respect to Evis, dΓ/dxvis, can than be written
as

dΓ

dxvis

=
dΓ0γ

dx
(x = xvis) +

dΓγ
dxvis

. (5.5)

The visible energy is given as fractional energy xvis. The first term represents
decays with no photon radiated or with photons radiated with energies below the
cut-off energy, which is defined by (5.4). The electron energy than approximately
equals the visible energy in this case, equaling exactly with limit of zero cut-off
energy. The second term is the partial differential decay width of the radiative
branch with respect to the visible energy.

The differential decay widths dΓ0γ/dx in (5.4) and dΓγ/dxvis in (5.5) can
be calculated from differential branching ratio of the radiative decay process.
Calculations from several authors, Kinoshita and Sirlin [67], Eckstein and Pratt
[68], and Fronsdal and Überall [69], are nicely summarized by Kuno and Okada
in [70].

Differential branching ratio of the radiative process with respect to the ener-
gies of the electron and photon has the following form:

d2B

dxdy
=
α

8π
β

1

y

∫ cos θmin

−1

F (x, y, d)d cos θ

=
α

8π
β

1

y

[
F (0)(x, y) + rF (1)(x, y) + r2F (2)(x, y)

]
.

(5.6)

Here, y = 2Eγ/mµ is the fractional energy of the outgoing gamma photon, θ
is the angle between the directions of electron and gamma photon, d ≡ 1 −
β cos θ, β is the electron’s standard relativistic factor, and r =

(
me/mµ

)2
. I

derived the formula from Equation (49) in [70], where I considered the muon to
be unpolarized. Integrals over the angle θ of the individual parts of F (x, y, d),
F (i)(x, y), are listed in Appendix A.2.

The resulting two dimensional differential branching ratio is plotted in Fig-
ure 5.5. The corresponding spectra of individual gamma photon and electron
energies are plotted in Figure 5.6. I cross-checked correctness of the calculations
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by comparison of the calculated energy spectrum of radiated photons with the
the same distribution presented in [70]. The distribution extracted from the pub-
lication is also plotted in Figure 5.6a, and it matches the derivation presented
here.
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Figure 5.5: Differential branching ratio of the radiative muon decay with respect
to the photon energy Ephot and the electron energy Eel.
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Figure 5.6: Differential branching ratio of the radiative muon decay with respect
to the photon energy (a) and electron energy (b). The photon energy spectrum
is compared to calculations presented by Kuno and Okada in [70] (red dashed
line). For plot (b), photon cut-off energy of 50 keV is used.

5.4 Spectrum of visible energy

Using the results of the previous sections, Equation (5.5) can be written as

dΓ

dxvis

=
dΓ0γ

dx
(x = xvis) + Γ

dBγ

dxvis

. (5.7)

dBγ/dxvis is the differential branching ratio of the radiative decay with respect
to total fractional energy of the decay electron and photon xvis = x+ y.
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The first term can be calculated as subtraction of the radiative process con-
tribution from (5.3):

dΓ0γ

dx
=

dΓ

dx
− Γ

∫ ymax

ycut-off

d2Bγ

dxdy
dy, (5.8)

where the maximal photon energy ymax is given by kinematic constraint and
the ycut-off is the photon cut-off energy which can represent minimal energy of a
photon the detector can register. The marginalized differential branching ratio
in the second term is plotted in Figure 5.6b.

The second term in Equation (5.7) is obtained from a reordered integral of
(5.6):

dBγ

dxvis

≡
∫ ymax

ycut-off

d2Bγ

dxdy
(x = xvis − y, y)dy =

∫ xmax

xmin

d2Bγ

dxdy
(x, y = xvis − x)dx (5.9)
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Figure 5.7: Spectrum of total visible energy in muon decay dΓ
dxvis

. Added are parts

relevant to the two decay channels considered, non-radiative dΓ0γ

dx
and radiative

dΓγ
dxvis

.

I performed the integration in (5.8) and (5.9) numerically. The final spectrum
of visible energies of (5.7) is plotted in Figure 5.7 together with contributions of
the non-radiative and radiative processes. Inclusion of the photon energy to the
total visible energy changed the shape of the spectrum of only electrons to match
again the simple spectrum of electrons in the Born approximation. There is only
minor difference around below and above the edge where the four-body radiative
decays can produce more visible energy than is kinematically allowed in the the
three-body non-radiative decay. As a result, there is a small tail behind the sharp
edge.

5.5 Decays in orbit

The energy spectra introduced in the previous section apply to decays of the free
unpolarized muon. When the muon stops in a medium, however, the situation
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is different for negatively charged muons. The muon µ− is quickly captured
by surrounding atoms and molecules, taking place of an orbiting electron. The
spectrum of energies of the electron from the decay in orbit is different from the
spectrum of free-muon decay.

The binding of the muon in orbit affects it in two ways. The muon, due to its
large mass and relatively close approach to the atom’s nucleus, can be captured
by the nucleus, similarly to the electron capture. Such process decreases muon’s
mean life time. The energy spectrum of the decay electrons is changed due to
non-negligible kinetic energy of the orbiting muon, electromagnetic interactions
with the nucleus, and recoil of the nucleus.

The binding of the muon to the orbit also changes its apparent decay rate
due to the relativistic time dilatation and due to smaller phase space for the
decaying products lowered by the binding energy. It slows down the decay rate
and therefore influences muon’s life time in opposite direction than the nuclear
capture does.

Spectrum of electrons from muon decay in orbit—DIO—have been calculated
by several authors [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77]. I use numerical calculations by
Watanabe et al. in [77], which are based on formalism in [76]. The authors
solve the problem of the muon decay in the coulomb field of a nucleus, including
modeling of spatial distribution of the electric charge of the nucleus.

All the literature, to my best knowledge, presents calculations for oxygen or
heavier atoms.1 The Daya Bay detectors, however, are filled with organic liquid
scintillator and mineral oil, and majority of the decays inside the detector happens
from the orbit of carbon. Figure 5.8 presents comparison of spectra calculated
for DIO of three different atoms. One can see that the spectra of decays from the
atom orbits of 28Si and 27Al nuclei are, to a good approximation, similar. I will
assume that electron spectrum of the decays from the orbit of 12C is similarly
close to the spectrum of the decays from 16O’s orbit, and under such assumption
the calculated spectrum of DIO of oxygen can be used as an approximation to
the spectrum of carbon.

In the materials such as organic liquid scintillators, atoms of hydrogen and
carbon constitute complex molecules and are of similar abundance. In a very
nice review of the topic of muon capture [78], Measday reveals that in organic
molecules, the live time of a muon is so long that even when it is initially captured
in an orbit of hydrogen, it is eventually caught on the S-orbit of carbon before
decaying or capturing.

Czarnecki et al. provide formalism for and calculate energy spectrum of DIO
with radiative corrections, [80]. In Figure 5.9 I re-plot their fit to the TWIST[79]
data of muon decay in orbit of aluminum. The DIO spectrum without radiative
corrections and the spectrum of free muon with radiative corrections are shown,
for a comparison. I consider the difference between the DIO with and without
corrections to be relatively small and after taking into account that possible
radiated photons are also detected in the Daya Bay’s detectors, µ− decay can be
treated without radiative corrections.

1Tenaglia [73] gives prescription for calculations for low Z elements. The prescription, how-
ever, is rather complex and no numerical results are given.
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Figure 5.8: Electron spectrum from muon DIO as calculated by Watanabe et al.,
[77]. Calculation of decays from orbit of oxygen, aluminum, and silicon are com-
pared to the spectrum of free muon decay.
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Figure 5.9: Example of spectrum of energies of electrons from muon-decay in
orbit of aluminum with the radiative corrections (red), compared to calculations
without the corrections (dark blue dotted) and the spectrum of the free muon
decay (dark green dashed). The former two curves are extracted from a fit to
TWIST[79] measurements. The plot is modified reproduction of the same figure
in paper by Czarnecki et al.[80]. I removed the the data points.

5.6 Combined µ− and µ+ decay spectrum

Two models of spectrum of visible energy from muon decays were described in
the previous sections. Muon µ+ decays were described by a simple four-fermion
contact interaction and by the same interaction with radiative corrections in the
first order of fine-structure constant α. After inclusion of the process of radiative
decay the spectrum of visible energies of the extended model and the spectrum
of positron energies of the simple model become very similar.

Spectrum of electrons from decays of µ− in orbit of carbon atoms is modeled
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by calculated spectrum of decays in orbit of oxygen.
Muons from cosmic rays have mixed composition of µ− and µ+. The spectrum

of visible energies from decays of muons stopping in an underground detector is
therefore a combination of free-like muon decays of µ+ and decays of µ− in orbit.
The combined differential decay width can be expressed as

dΓ±

dxvis

=
Rµ

1 +Rµ

dΓ+

dxvis

+ (1− fcap)
1

1 +Rµ

dΓ−

dxvis

, (5.10)

where Rµ = Fµ+/Fµ− denotes the ratio of fluxes of positively and negatively
charged muons. Rµ depends, in general, on energy of muons of interest. fcap

is the fraction of µ− which does not decay but undergoes the nuclear capture. I
discuss both parameters more in Chapter 6. dΓ+/dxvis represents the spectrum of
visible energy from the free muon decay as described in Section 5.4 and dΓ−/dxvis

represents the spectrum of µ− decays from carbon S-orbit as described in the
previous section.
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6. Analysis

6.1 Rate of Muon Decays

The experimental halls of the Daya Bay experiment are well shielded against
cosmic rays by the massive rock overburden above each hall. Mostly only muons
created in interactions of primary cosmic rays in the atmosphere can penetrate
such bulk of matter. Some of the muons that reach the detectors underground
have small energies and stop inside the detector. They can subsequently decay,
or, in case of µ−, capture on a nucleus of surrounding matter. The fraction of
these low-energy muons is relatively small, about 3% in the near halls and about
1% in the far hall. Different depths of each experimental hall allow to measure
the dependence of the rate of stopped-muon decays on the depth of vertical
overburden.

In this section, I describe what signals the muon decays produce in the an-
tineutrino detectors and how I selected them. Efficiencies of two main selection
criteria are determined. Small fraction of background events is estimated from
distribution of time delays between muon and its decay signal. In the final part I
present the measured rates of muon decays in antineutrino detectors of each hall.

6.1.1 Event Selection

Muon Decay Event Topology

Muon decays in the sensitive volume of the antineutrino detectors can be selected
based on a delayed coincidence of two signals. The first signal comes from the
cosmic muon which stops in the detector and its kinetic energy is converted into
scintillation light. The second signal is created by its decay which is delayed in
average by about ∼ 2 µs. Up to about 53 MeV of energy is released in the form
of kinetic energy of produced electron/positron and more energy is also deposited
after positron annihilation and absorption of the produced gamma photons. This
energy is then fully converted into the scintillation light.

Pairs of signals coincident in a specific time interval can be studied to obtain
clean sample of muon-decay events. Figure 6.1a shows distribution of energies of
the prompt and delayed signals of such pairs. The coincidence window for the
two signals was set to 1 µs through 30 µs. The prompt signal was required to
be coincident with a signal in the inner water shield (IWS). A muon veto was
applied to the delayed signal by requiring that there was no coincident signal
in any of the muon system detectors (RPC, IWS, OWS). I will describe muon
selection and application of muon veto in the following section.

There is region of muon decays in the plot, where the reconstructed energy
of the first signal spans up to about 1 GeV and the reconstructed energy of the
second signal goes to about 60 MeV. Given that the longest distance a muon
can travel in a scintillator volume is about 5.5 m and that minimum-ionizing
particle loses approximately 2 MeV per cm, the expectation is that a passing
muon deposits about 5.5 × 102 × 2 MeV = 1.1 GeV. The observed maximal
reconstructed energy does not equal the expected energy deposition due to various
reasons, namely nonuniform response of the detector, electronics nonlinearity, and
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reconstruction method not optimized for long muon tracks with large deposited
energies.

The line corresponding to energy of the delayed signal of about 8 MeV is
related to a neutron capture on gadolinium. These neutrons are associated with
the detected muon and they originate either in a spallation process initiated by
the muon or in a capture of stopped µ− on carbon nucleus. Similar line around
Edelayed = 2 MeV from neutron captures on hydrogen is hidden in events caused
by electronics effects soon after the large prompt signals in AD.

Figure 6.1b shows the same distribution, but the pairs of signals were required
to be separated in time by at least 10 µs. The 2 MeV line is visible.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of energies for pairs of signals correlated in time interval
1 µs through 30 µs (a). The delayed signal was vetoed if there was a coincident
signal in any of the muon system detectors. Muon decay events are visible in
the region up to 1 GeV of the prompt signal and they reach to about 60 MeV
in the delayed signal energy. Signals which were separated by at least 10 µs are
plotted on the right hand side of the figure (b). Horizontal lines from captures of
neutrons associated with the detected muon are visible at Edelayed ≈ 8 MeV and
Edelayed ≈ 2 MeV. Signals from retriggering of the detector after very luminous
event are no longer present after 10 µs.

Muon Selection

The muon signal is selected as a two-fold coincidence between triggers in AD
and IWS. The IWS trigger is required to arrive in a window of [−350 ns, 350 ns]
around the AD trigger. This requirement suppresses noise in AD signals and
allows to study events with low reconstructed energy.

Coincidences with other detectors were not required as they are assumed
unnecessary and they would bring geometrical bias to the muon selection. The
RPC system lies above the water pool and it would not see muons arriving from
the sides. The OWS does not cover the top of the pool, therefore it could only
see muons coming from the sides. Moreover, many vertical muons which stop in
AD, never reach the OWS.
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Muons that stop in the AD can have various path lengths in the scintillator.
The maximal length in scintillator is given by the diagonal in the outer acrylic
vessel and data suggest that this distance corresponds to maximal reconstructed
energy of∼1GeV. However, more energy can be deposited in the detector, leading
to signals with reconstructed energy larger than 1 GeV. Very energetic muons can
interact via photo-nuclear interactions and they can generate energetic nuclear
fragments or a shower of particles. The shower can be initiated in the detec-
tor or outside, but if it reaches the detector it produces large signals. Events
with reconstructed energies above 2.5 GeV are in analyses of Daya Bay generally
considered as coming from these cosmic ray-induced showers.

I require the muons to be only ionizing and stop in the detector. I therefore
chose only signals with reconstructed energy below 1 GeV.

The showering muons that create large signals in AD also produce large signals
in IWS. Effects related to electronics and PMTs can cause re-triggers of IWS as
well as of AD. These re-triggers can then overlap thanks to the similar time profile
for both detectors, or the re-trigger of IWS overlaps with a physical signal in AD.
In both cases, they appear as muon events. A special veto was applied where no
other muons were selected in the time of 100 µs after showering muons. Although
I consider this veto conservative, as most of the effects were observed in the first
10 µs after a shower, it has marginal impact on the live time or the final selection.

Decay Signal Selection

Any signal which followed the prompt muon signal was rejected if it was in coin-
cidence with any of the veto detectors, RPC, IWS, and OWS. The triggers from
IWS and OWS were required to have at least 13 PMTs hit, whereas any trigger
from RPCs was used as a veto. The time windows in which the signals from the
veto detectors were considered coincident are listed in Table 6.1.

Detector Coincidence
time window

veto condition

IWS −350 ns, 350 ns >12 PMT
OWS −350 ns, 350 ns >12 PMT
RPC −600 ns, 600 ns any 3/4 or 4/4 trigger

Table 6.1: Table of requirements on coincidence of a signal in AD with signals in
muon system detectors—RPC, inner water shield (IWS), and outer water shield
(OWS). Signal in the muon detector should be within the time interval listed in
second column. Third column lists condition on the signal to be considered a
veto to the signal in AD.

The actual decay of the muon was recognized as a signal in AD with recon-
structed energy in between 20 MeV and 60 MeV. I selected the lower bound to
avoid any contamination from captures of neutrons on gadolinium. Such neutrons
are commonly associated with muon events and the signals from the captures are
dominant in the region around 8 MeV. The tail from the capture peak extends
above 10 MeV. There is also a small fraction of events with pile-up of 2 neutron
captures on Gd that contaminate the energy spectrum of the muon decays around
16 MeV.
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The higher bound cuts off a very small fraction of events that extend this
energy. The only known source of these signals are cosmic rays. Since signals
from muons are rejected by the veto detectors, these signals are attributed to fast
neutrons that originated outside the pool and penetrated into AD.

As already mentioned, large signals in AD generate multiple effects in the
PMT readouts. There is always ringing after a PMT pulse. Its amplitude decays
approximately exponentially in time. Then there is PMT after-pulsing which is
seen to take place at around 6–8 µs after the large signal.

These effects produce readout triggers of the system even though there was no
physical event in the detector. These triggers may completely hide any possible
physical event in the AD, or they can distort its reconstructed energy due to
baseline distortion or due to limits of readouts of individual PMTs.

When looking at the time distribution of selected events after detected muons,
in Figure 6.2, one one can see the distortion it up to about 9 µs, with small
residual distortions lasting throughout the full range. I chose to discard events
with ∆T < 10 µs. Muon decays were then selected as a coincidence of the muon
signal and subsequent decay signal in time window 10–30 µs.
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of time difference ∆T between prompt and delayed signal
for selected pairs of muon-decay candidate events. Both signals satisfy individ-
ual selections described in this section. The distribution is fitted with simple
exponential function from 10 µs through 20 µs. Bottom plot represents ...

Additional selection requirements

In addition to the basic criteria outlined in the previous paragraphs, events with
more candidates for either muon signals or muon-decay signals were discarded.
In particular, a successful decay candidate was removed if there was another
muon identified closer than 20 µs prior to the candidate muon. This requirement
prevents double counting of muon-like events correlated with large signals in AD
and IWS.
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Accidental-coincidence Background

Since the rates of muons in ADs are relatively small the probability of an ac-
cidental overlap of a muon signal with a decay signal of another muon is very
low. Rates of muon-like signals in each AD in EH1, EH2, and EH3 are around
∼20 s−1, ∼15 s−1, and ∼1 s−1, respectively. Probability, that an accidental muon
signal occurs in the time interval of [−30 µs, 10 µs] before actual decay of another
muon can be estimated as the product of the muon rate and the width of the time
interval. For EH1, this is 20 Hz× 20 µs = 4× 10−4. This means that less than a
half per-mile of all the muon decays happened in the short interval after another
muon signal. The pairs of signals from the accidental muon and the muon decay
are accepted by the selection criteria since they pass the requirement on ∆T. The
decay is not counted twice, because either the decaying muon created a signal in
less than 10 µs before the decay signal or the time difference between the two
muons is less than 20 µs.

Assuming the efficiency of the ∆T selection is around 1%, which reduces the
number of selected decays, but does not reduce the estimated accidental overlap
of two muons, the contamination of the sample of muon decays in EH1 with
the accidental coincidences is then around ∼4%. Correspondingly, the accidental
background is ∼3% and ∼0.2% in EH2 and EH3, respectively.

Actual contamination of the selected samples is determined from ∆T distri-
bution and the results are described later on in this section.

6.1.2 Selection Efficiency

Each of the data selections described above introduces inefficiency which needs
to be taken into account when calculating the final rate of muons decaying in
the detector. Due to the short mean muon lifetime τµ ' 2.2 µs as opposed to
the used time window for selection of the decay signal and which starts at 10 µs,
inefficiency of this selection is the largest one. The inefficiencies of the respective
requirements on the energy of the muon and its decay signals are much smaller,
and the inefficiency of the requirement that there was no other muon 20 µs prior to
the current muon event has negligible contribution. I will first discuss differences
of mean lifetimes of µ+ and µ− and how they impact distribution of time between
the muon signal and the muon-decay signal, ∆T. Then, I will describe estimations
of the time and energy selection efficiencies and corresponding uncertainties.

Muon Mean Lifetime, Capture rate, and Charge Ratio

The sample of selected events consists of decays of µ+ and µ−. The mean lifetime
of the muon in vacuum is measured τµ = 2.19698 µs[20]. In matter, this value
applies to decays of the positively charge muons. However, the negatively charged
muons have lifetime slightly modified in the scintillator due to their captures on
atomic orbits of the compounds of the material and possibility of being capture
by the nucleus. The effective decay rate λtot = 1/τ−µ can be expressed as

λtot = λcap +Q× λdec, (6.1)

where the λcap is the rate of muon capture, λdec = 1/τ+
µ = 455.17 ms−1 is its decay

rate in vacuum and Q is the so called Huff factor[74]. In [78] Measday discusses
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effect of binding energy and relativistic time dilatation of orbiting muons. These
effects reduce the decay rate of a muon and are commonly corrected for by the Huff
factor Q. However, the measurements listed by Measday in the same publication
suggest that this correction can be neglected for light nuclei like that of carbon.
The author also notes that any capture on a nucleus in organic compounds, which
is the case of Daya Bay scintillator, happens on the carbon nucleus. The reason
is that if the muon created a muonic atom with the hydrogen nucleus, the charge
neutrality of the atom would allow it to come close to a carbon atom and the
muon is then transferred to the higher Z nucleus due to its stronger binding
energy.

The Daya Bay liquid scintillator is mainly made of LAB (linear alkilbenzen)
which is pure organic compound of hydrogen and carbon. There are also other
admixtures, like PPO (2,5-diphenyloxazole) and dissolved gadolinium salt (com-
pound of Gd and 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid), which may change the effective
capture rate. These admixtures are of low concentrations and therefore their
effect is small.

Measurements
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Figure 6.3: Measurements of λcap as listed in [81]. A weighted average of the
values for 13C (blue squares) is represented by the dashed line. Two measurements
of 13C are also shown (green). They were not included in the estimation of µ−

capture rate on carbon.

The capture rate on carbon has been measured by various experiments and
the results are listed in [81]. Figure 6.3 shows the measurements and their errors
for 12C and 13C. Since the natural abundance of 13C is very low and the measured
capture rates do not differ much, I only consider the measurements of 12C. The
weighted average of the 12C points in the plot is λcap = 37.8± 0.3 ms−1.

Ratio of charge of muons in cosmic rays Rµ has also been measured by several
experiments. Its variation with cosmic muon momentum measured by BESS-
TeV[82], CMS[83], L3[84], and MINOS[85] is plotted in Figure 6.4. The results
of these measurements are translated to momenta of muons at surface. The
ratio is relatively stable around 1.3 through out two orders of magnitude in the
muon’s momentum. CMS collaboration reports[83] average value of 1.2766 ±
0.0032(stat.) ± 0.0032(syst.) between 5 GeV/c and 100 GeV/c and they state
that the value is independent of the muon momentum.
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Figure 6.4: Charge ratio of muons on the surface as measured by various exper-
iments. The ratio is plotted with respect to the muon momentum pµ. Figure
is reproduction of similar plot in [20]. Data are processed from [82, 83, 84, 85].
Equivalent momenta of muons stopped in ADs of Daya Bay’s three experimental
halls are indicated.

In order to be able to identify muon energies at the surface level of the muons
which can stop in the Daya Bay underground detectors, I used data from sim-
ulations. My colleagues Guan Mengyun et al.[40] simulated muons from the
surface at the Daya Bay site through the mountains above the experimental
halls. Detailed topographical maps of the hilly environment were taken into ac-
count. Muons with initial energies distributed according to a modified formula
of Gaisser[39] were propagated through different slant depths of the rock. The
modification of the classical formula for muon flux enlarged the region of its va-
lidity to larger zenith angles. Transportation through the rock was simulated
via specialized software package MUSIC[86, 87] which is designed specifically for
simulation of muon interactions.

The final data of the simulation, which consists of samples of one million
simulated muons in each experimental hall, includes the muon’s initial and final
energy and incident angle. I selected muons which had final energies below 5 GeV
after reaching the experimental hall. These muons are most likely to stop inside
or near to the antineutrino detectors. Distributions of their corresponding initial
energies at the surface level are plotted in Figure 6.5. The peak energies of these
muons are indicated in Figure 6.4 and are all well within the range of apparent
stability of Rµ.

I will use a constant value of the charge ratio Rµ = 1.3± 0.1 in the following.
The large assigned uncertainty is based on the small deviation of MINOS data
above 103 GeV/c from the trend for momenta below 103 GeV/c and on the
deviations of measurements by different experiments. Although they appear to
be consistent within the stated errors, there still seems to be systematic offset
between each data set.

Due to the different lifetimes of µ+ and µ−, the composition of a sample
of decays depends on selected time ∆T since the muon signal. The number
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of surface energies of muons with energies lower than
5 GeV in each experimental hall. Data are from MC simulations which propagated
muons through the overburden surrounding the Daya Bay experimental halls.

of stopped muons that survived ∆T after stopping can be expressed with the
following formula:

N(∆T) = N+
0 e
−λdec∆T +N−0 e

−λtot∆T. (6.2)

N±0 is the total number of stopped muons of respective charge and Rµ = N+
0 /N

−
0 .

The ratio of µ+ and µ− in the events selected with ∆T > ∆Tcutoff is then

Rµ(∆Tcutoff) = Rµe
λcap∆Tcutoff (6.3)

The observed spectrum of reconstructed energies of the muon decays differs
for decays of µ+ and µ−. Therefore the combined spectrum will change depending
on the selection of ∆T.

Prompt and Delayed Signal Time Difference

The efficiency of selection of time difference ∆T between the prompt muon signal
and the delayed decay signal is defined as ratio of number of decays selected in
the given time window to the total number of decays ε∆T = N10µs

dec /Ndec.
Using relation (6.2), the number of decays after time ∆T for µ+ and µ− can

be expressed as follows:

N+
dec(∆T) = N+

0 e
−λdec∆T

N−dec(∆T) = N−0
λdec

λtot

e−λtot∆T (6.4)

Here the factor λdec/λtot stands for the fraction of µ− which decay.
Taking into account that N±0 = f±N0 where N0 is the total number of stopped

muons and f± is the fraction of muons with the respective charge, efficiency of
the ∆T > 10 µs selection is then calculated as

ε∆T =
f+e−λdec10 µs + λdec

λtot
f−e−λtot10 µs

f+ + λdec

λtot
f−

. (6.5)
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I performed test of agreement of the µ− capture rate in the Daya Bay liquid
scintillator with the measurements of capture on carbon described in the previous
section. I fitted an expected distribution of ∆T to data.

The expected distribution of events with respect to the time difference ∆T
between the muon signal and its delayed decay is derived from (6.2):

∆Ni = ∆N+
i + ∆N−i +B

.
= N+

0 λdec∆bine
−λdecti +N−0 λdec∆te

−λtot∆Ti +B

= N0λdec∆bine
−λdec∆Ti

(
f+ + f−e−λcap∆Ti

)
+B.

(6.6)

∆Ni is the number of events detected in a time interval [∆Ti − ∆bin/2,∆Ti +
∆bin/2] and ∆bin is the width of the bin. The approximation used on the second
line is valid for bin widths smaller than the decay time of the muon, λdec∆bin � 1.
N±0 are defined in Equations (6.4) and N0 is a the total number of muons stopped
in the detector before they decayed or were captured. B is additional background
from accidental coincidence of uncorrelated signals.

I used two samples of muon decay events in ADs of EH1. The first one was
with the nominal selection described in the Section 6.1.1 and I performed the
fits in the ∆T range from 10 µs to 29 µs. In the second sample, I changed the
requirement on the reconstructed energy of the prompt muon signal and I limited
the energy to be in between 6 MeV and 20 MeV, instead of the nominal range
between 20 MeV and 1 GeV. These events showed much smaller distortions in
the signal after the detected muon. This data sample allowed me to test the
expected ∆T distribution at times between 2 µs and 20 µs.

While events from the nominal selection are distributed relatively uniformly
throughout the detector volume, the second sample with strict limits on muon
energy contained events whose decay signals were reconstructed by the edge of
the liquid scintillator. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Spatial distribution of muon decays in the detector. Decay vertex is
reconstructed from the delayed signal from nominal selection (a) and from the
selection with strict limits on muon signal energy (b).

I performed the fits using a binned maximum-likelihood method implemented
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in ROOT analysis package[88]. I left the µ− capture rate λcap, the overall nor-
malization N0 and background B as free parameters and I fixed the muon charge
ratio and muon decay rate to Rµ = 1.3 and λdec = 455.17 µs−1. The ∆T distri-
bution of events from EH1 are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 together with the
best-fit function (6.6). Events from AD1 and AD2 are combined together.
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of the time of the second signal since the detected muon
for events from nominal selection. Data were fitted with composed exponential
distribution defined in (6.6).
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Figure 6.8: Distribution of the time of the second signal since the detected muon
for events from selection with strict limit on muon signal. Data were fitted with
composed exponential distribution defined in (6.6).
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For a better visualization of the effect of µ− capture, I also plotted the his-
tograms and the corresponding function divided by all the common factors for µ+

and µ− parts in Equation (6.6), N0λdec∆bin. The corresponding function which
describes the content of each bin is then expressed as

∆Ni

N0λdec∆bin

eλdec∆Ti =
(
f+ + f−e−λcap∆Ti

)
. (6.7)

The slope in both figures, 6.7b and 6.8b, is given solely by the capture rate of
negatively charged muons and their initial fraction f−.

I repeated the fit procedure and fixed Rµ to the estimated maximal and min-
imal values 1.4 and 1.2, respectively, and compared how the estimated capture
rate shifted. Best-fit values of λcap based on data from EH1 and EH2 are plotted
in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Best-fit parameter λcapfrom fits to data from EH1 and EH2. Fits
were performed with different fixed values of muon charge ratio Rµ and for the
nominal-selection data sample and sample with muon-signal energies limited be-
low 20 MeV. The latter data sample was fitted in ∆T range from 2 µs to 25 µs.

I calculated the ε∆T efficiency using the nominal values of the parameters Rµ

and λcap and I estimated its uncertainty from differences of calculated ε∆T with
Rµ = 1.2, 1.4 and the corresponding best-fit λcap. On top of this systematic
uncertainty I also added a statistical uncertainty of the best-fit λcap. I therefore
determine efficiency of the ∆T selection as ε∆T = (0.917± 0.005± 0.018)%.

Background

The fit procedure in the previous section also estimated the background contam-
ination of the sample. The total contamination in the selected time interval as
well as the relative contribution to the selected sample are listed in Table 6.2.

In Section 6.1.1, I described possible contamination of accidental coincidence
of muon with another decaying muon. The estimates of relative contributions
of this background are also listed in Table 6.2. The observed background in
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EH1 and EH2 is about 2 times lower than predicted in Section 6.1.1. This is to
be expected, since the source of the second signal is a real decay and it mostly
happens immediately after the corresponding muon stops. Many of these decay
signals, however, miss being reconstructed properly, either due to a dead time of
the electronics readout of ∼1 µs or due to the distortions of signals after events
with large light emission.

The observed background in EH3, however, appears to be about 4 times higher
than estimated which points to other mechanisms of creation signals either uncor-
related in time or correlated with large characteristic time difference. Although
the origin of this background in EH3 is unknown, the observed contribution is
very low and I assign it 100% relative uncertainty.

Hall Bkg.[µs−1] Rel. bkg.[%] Est. bkg. [%]

EH1 446.6±9.7 1.81±0.04 4
EH2 240±11 1.38±0.06 3
EH3 3.1±1.1 0.3±0.1 0.2

Table 6.2: Background estimation based on fit to distribution of time differences
∆T between the prompt muon signal and its decay signal. Contamination per
1 µs of the selected interval is in the second column. Fraction of the total count
of events in the interval 10 µs through 30 µs is listed in the third column. Simple
estimates from Section 6.1.1 are in the last column.

Delayed signal energy selection

The delayed signal energy selection criterion, 20 MeV < Edec < 60 MeV, discards
primarily muon decays in which the kinetic energy given to the produced electron
or positron was below the 20 MeV threshold. If the muon decay happened near
the edge of a scintillator volume or outside of it, part of the energy of the electron
or positron was lost in non-scintillating material like the acrylic vessels or min-
eral oil in the outer most layer. Such events may have not passed the selection
even though the initial kinetic energy of the electrons or positrons was sufficient.
Response of the detector nonuniform in volume, and energy resolution brought
small effect into the inefficiency of the Edec selection.

Only negligible amount of muon decays would be reconstructed with energies
above 60 MeV. This can be seen on the energy spectrum of selected events in
Figure 6.10. There may be very small number of muon decays where the deposited
energy could exceed 60 MeV due to the inner bremsstrahlung, where there was
a gamma photon emitted together with the decay electron or positron. Some
electrons from decay of µ− in orbit could also cross the 60 MeV limit. Both
effects are described in Chapter 5. Due to the lack of evidence of such events I
assign 100% efficiency to the upper limit on the muon-decay signal reconstructed
energy, Edec < 60 MeV.

I used two methods to estimate the efficiency of the Edec > 20 MeV selection.
The first method relies on MC simulations and the second method estimates the
efficiency from real data. The MC simulation addresses the issue of loss of energy
to insensitive regions and it better estimates overall detector response to the
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Figure 6.10: Spectrum of reconstructed energies of muon-decay signals. Data
from all three halls with nominal selection are plotted.

muon-decay signal. Disadvantage of this method is that it relies on simulation
software which was optimized mainly for processes at the energy scale relevant for
the neutrino oscillation analysis, i.e. up to 12 MeV. Moreover, a simplified model
is used for the muon decays which does not consider inner bremsstrahlung and it
only considers relativistic boosts of µ− decaying in the orbit of an atom, neglecting
the effect of electromagnetic field and recoil of the atom. This simplification of
the decay process affects the calculated efficiency very little and its contribution
was completely neglected.

A fit to data allows to tune the model of the muon-decay process to best
match the observed energy spectrum. However, the shape of the spectrum is in
large given by the detector related effects as described in the previous paragraphs.

MC simulation of muon decays: A dedicated MC simulation study was per-
formed to address the question of how many decay events can be selected in the
given range of reconstructed energies. The simulation was performed using Daya
Bay’s simulation software framework in which particle interactions and propaga-
tion is simulated by Geant4 toolkit[89]. The full geometry of the antineutrino
detector is replicated in the framework. The simulation included tracking of scin-
tillation and Cherenkov photons. The response of the photomultipliers to the
light was then simulated from initial hit of the photons to creation of electronic
signal and its digitization. Energies of the simulated events were reconstructed
using the same methods that were used for processing of the real data.

I created two batches of simulations, one for negatively charged muons and
one for positively charged muons. Muons with 1 keV/c momentum were gener-
ated through out the full volume of AD. Decays of positively charged muons are
implemented in the Geant4 code such that they decay immediately after stop-
ping, releasing two neutrinos and a positron. The kinetic energy of the positron
is generated from the standard formula of of muon decay in Born approximation,
discussed in Chapter 5.
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Negatively charged muons are captured on an atom orbit after they stopped.
About 92% of them decayed, the rest of them were captured by the nucleus.
Geant4 code calculates energies of the decay electrons in three steps. First, the
kinetic energy of µ− at the lowest atomic shell is calculated. Second, kinetic
energy of the decay electron in the rest frame of the muon is generated from the
same distribution as in the case of µ+ decay. In the third step, the energy is
transformed to the lab frame, assuming uniform random direction of the electron
relative to the original direction of orbiting muon.

I have combined the two simulated samples in the expected ratio of µ+ and µ−

Rµ. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the charge ratio changes with time due to the
different lifetimes of µ+ and µ−. Selection applied to data limits the second decay
signal to happen at least 10 µs after the muon signal. The expected charge ratio
Rµ = 1.3 which is valid for muons entering the detectors, changes after 10 µs to
Rµ ≈ 1.9. I added the µ− sample to the µ+ sample with a weight reflecting their
expected ratio and the size of each sample.

The simulations do not show the same energy response to the muon-decay
events as seen in data. Figure 6.19a shows comparison of energy spectrum from
real data to the spectrum from MC simulation. Many parameters in the detector
simulation had been modified so that simulations of regular Daya Bay calibration
sources and physics events matched the measurements. This tuning aimed to have
best match of detector response at the energies relevant to the neutrino oscillation
analysis. There is, however deviation from observations at higher energies.

The comparison to muon-decay data suggested that a simple energy re-scaling
would suffice to match simulations to the measurement. I rescaled the original MC
reconstructed energy to EMC

new = Scale × EMC
orig by minimizing the sum of squared

differences between the bin contents of the data and MC histograms weighted by
their statistical errors. Figure 6.19b shows the two spectra after the re-scaling
to the MC reconstructed energies. The scale which was found to best match the
two histograms is ≈ 0.98.
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Figure 6.11: MC simulation compared to data. MC exhibit different energy scale
(a). MC energies rescaled to better match data (b).

I tested the energy scale of simulated events for different sub-samples of events.
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I limited the sub-samples to have the vertex of the decay reconstructed in different
layers of the detector. Each layer was a shell defined by two concentric cylinders
relative to the center of the detector. This layering is schematically shown in
Figure 6.12. Due to a nonuniform response of the detector and greater energy
leaks in the outer regions of the scintillator, the observed energy spectrum changes
its shape in different volume layers. The scale factor was consistent among the
layers with variations within 0.5%.

GdLS

OAV

IAV

d

LS

Selected volume layer

h

Figure 6.12: Example of a selection of the cylindrical layer centered in AD. The
layer is defined by two concentric cylinders of given diameter d and height h. The
layer in the picture includes the IAV. Only events from the gray area are selected.

After re-scaling of reconstructed energies of the simulated events, I calculated
efficiency of the cut on the reconstructed energy as a ratio of the number of
simulated events that passed the requirement EMC

new > 20 MeV to the number of
all muons decayed in the detector. The efficiency is εEdec

= (46.2± 0.2)%.

Inconsistencies between MC simulation and real data are pronounced differ-
ently at different parts of the detector. I therefore chose to test reliability of
the simulation by comparing numbers of real selected events in different detector
layers corrected for the efficiency prediction from MC simulation and the total
selected volume. Volume layers were selected in the same way as described in the
previous paragraph.

I defined the efficiency of the selection of decay-signal reconstructed energy
estimated as a ratio of the number of events reconstructed inside the selected
volume and with energy greater than 20 MeV to the total number of events
reconstructed in the selected volume.

This definition is biased by non-ideal vertex reconstruction. Some events with
the muon decay happening in the selected volume may have been reconstructed
outside of the volume and some events which occurred outside were wrongly
reconstructed inside the volume. I will call these events spill-out and spill-in,
respectively. Spill-in and spill-out events determined an effective volume corre-
sponding to the selection. For example, if there were more spill-in events, the
effective volume is larger than the one selected, and if there were more spill-out
events, the effective volume is smaller. The effect of spill-in and spill-out differs
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depending on the selected volume and needs to be corrected for when comparing
number of muon decays per unit volume.

I calculated the correction for spill-in and spill-out events from MC simulation
where I could compare the true and the reconstructed positions of the muon decay.
Efficiencies and spill corrections calculated for 5 different volume layers are listed
in the third and fourth column of Table 6.3.

Vol. limit[m]
Low Hi

εEdec
(MC)

[%]
spill corr.

[%]
Data Data/εEdec

/V
[×103]

Data/εcorr
Edec

/V

[×103]

0.0 1.0 8.86±0.05 9.84±0.08 62803 5.64±0.04 5.55±0.06
1.0 1.3 8.66±0.05 9.82±0.10 78590 6.04±0.04 5.93±0.07
1.3 1.6 8.06±0.05 9.01±0.07 127341 6.62±0.04 5.97±0.06
1.6 1.8 7.30±0.05 7.31±0.07 125183 7.87±0.06 5.75±0.07
1.8 2.0 4.78±0.05 6.42±0.06 98585 7.56±0.08 4.85±0.07

none 4.62±0.02 494115 5.56±0.03

Table 6.3: Dependence of efficiency of the cut on reconstructed energy of the
muon-decay signal εEdec

on position in AD. Efficiencies were determined from MC
simulation with events selected from different volume layers within two cylinders
with respective radii Low and Hi and of total volume V . Efficiency is applied to
data from the same volume selection. Last column compares data after inclusion
of correction for spill effects. Stated errors are statistical uncertainties from the
limited MC sample or data.

Comparison of MC simulation with data: I applied restriction on recon-
structed vertex to be in the volume layers as defined previously to the nominal
selection of the real data. I combined data of two ADs in EH1. Counts for each
selection are listed in the fifth column of Table 6.3. The second last column
contains numbers after correction for energy selection and are normalized to unit
volume. These numbers should ideally match since the number of decaying muons
in a unit volume is independent of place in the detector. They do not agree with
each other because of the spill-in/-out effect, which is different for each volume
layer and changes the effective volume in which the decays happened.

The last column in the table presents the final numbers corrected for the
effective volume. The values are also plotted in Figure 6.13. The first 4 results
agree within about 3.5% variation. The last estimate deviates significantly. The
selected layer with limits on radius 1.8 m–2 m is right at the border of the volumes
with liquid scintillator and mineral oil. I attribute this difference to the limit on
Eµ in the nominal selection of data. Reconstructed energy of the stopping muon
is required to be at least 20 MeV. Deposited energy of 20 MeV in the scintillator
corresponds to about 10 cm path length. Therefore, muons which stopped by
the edge of the scintillator volume and did not deposit enough energy in it are
rejected from the data sample. However, their decays can produce signals large
enough to pass the requirement on Edelayed. Such decays are not removed in the
simulations because there is no information about the prompt signal from the
muon.

The estimated number of decays selected in the boundary layer deviates from
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Figure 6.13: Numbers of events from data with nominal selection and with recon-
structed position inside 5 layers. The numbers are corrected for the calculated
efficiency of the cut on Edec and recalculated to unit volume. Red line indicates
corrected number of selected events without any requirement on reconstructed
position. The volume layers are indicated on the horizontal axis with pairs of
limits on radius and half-height of the bounding cylinders.

the inner layers by about 10%. I assume that this difference is solely due to the
limit on energy of the muon signal. Number of selected events in this layer consti-
tute 20% of the nominal selection of muon decay events. I therefore estimate that
about 2% of the total decays in the detector were able to satisfy the requirement
on reconstructed energy of the decay signal, Edec > 20 MeV, but failed to pass
the threshold for energy of the prompt signal, Eµ > 20 MeV.

Determination from data: The second method of the energy cut efficiency
estimation is based on real data. The idea is to fit data with a model which de-
scribes the energy spectrum, and calculate the efficiency from the fit extrapolated
below 20 MeV. The model of the spectrum of reconstructed energies is based on
calculated distribution of energies of the decay electron or decay positron com-
bined with its annihilation gamma photons. A convolution of true energy distri-
bution with a simple Gaussian model of the detector response is then calculated.
Reconstruction non-uniformity and energy losses outside scintillator volume can
not be described by this simple model. I restricted the selection of muon decay
events to the central region of the detector, where the distortions are expected
minimal.

The model of the expected deposited energy is described in details in Chap-
ter 5. The deposited energy consists of kinetic energy of the decay electron or
positron, and associated gamma photons in case of µ+. Photons from the an-
nihilation of positron and from radiative muon decay are considered. Energy
spectrum of electrons from µ− decay follow calculated distribution of muon decay
in orbit. The model combines the two predicted distributions of deposited energy
in the ratio of expected decays of µ+ and µ−. As already pointed out earlier,
charge ratio of not decayed nor captured muons after 10 µs from their stopping
is estimated to be 1.9. The model also takes into account that only about 92%
of µ− decay.

The energy response of the detector was modeled by linear re-scaling of the
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modeled deposited energy to the scale of reconstructed energy. The spectrum is
then spread by convolution with Gaussian distribution. The convolution attempts
to model the energy resolution of the detector. The variance of the Gaussian
distribution is set according to the following formula σ2 = σ2

0 + σ2
1 × E ′dep. The

first term in the formula, σ0, stands for electronic noise and its contribution is
completely negligible in the considered interval of energies. The second term, σ1

stands for statistical variation of the collected light.
The model was then fitted to the data using maximum binned likelihood

method of the ROOT analysis tool. I fixed the expected muon charge ratio
Rµ = 1.9. I left 3 parameters free: the overall normalization, the energy re-scaling
factor, and the statistical term of the detector resolution σ1. The distribution
of reconstructed energies of selected events together with the best-fit model is
plotted in Figure 6.14. Data from AD1 and AD2 are combined.
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of reconstructed energies of the muon-decay signal Edec.
Nominal selection is applied with additional limit on reconstructed position to
be within cylinder with radius and half-height of 1 m and centered in the AD.
Spectrum is combined from AD1 and AD2 from EH1. Data are fitted with my
model.

The ratio of area under the model curve in the selection region, from 20 MeV
to 60 MeV, to the area in the full range yields efficiency of 91.9%. Statistical
uncertainty of this estimate is insignificant. The efficiency did not effectively
change when the Rµ parameter of the model was modified. A variation of the
ratio in the range 1.7 through 2.1 caused changes in the efficiency estimate at the
level ≈ 0.03%.

This number cannot be directly compared to the previously calculated effi-
ciency from MC simulations. The fit to the data does not reflect the effect of
spill-in/-out. The efficiency calculated from the best-fit model can be understood
as relating the number of decays in the selected volume which were reconstructed
in the specific interval of energies, and the total number of decays in the spec-
ified volume. Whereas the efficiency based on MC simulation and corrected for
the spill-in/-out effect relates the number of events reconstructed in the volume
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and energy interval to the total number of events in that volume. Therefore, the
difference is in whether the selected events were reconstructed in the volume or
actually happened there. For illustration, the definition can be simplified in the
following way:

εMC
spill-corrected =

Nreconstructed in selected volume,20 MeV<Erec<60 MeV

Ndecayed in selected volume

εfit-to-data =
Ndecayed in selected volume,20 MeV<Erec<60 MeV

Ndecayed in selected volume

.

In order to match the definitions of the efficiencies and to have well defined
volume of the selection sample, correction for spill-in and spill-out in the energy
region above 20 MeV needs to be applied. This correction needs to be extracted
from the simulations. Comparison of events with reconstructed energies above
20 MeV and true decay vertex inside the required volume to those which were
reconstructed there yielded correction of 1.016± 0.008.

The data-based efficiency corrected for the spill effects is then εcorr
data = (90.4±

0.7)%. This number can be compared to the efficiency based on MC simulations
from Table 6.3 in the row corresponding to the 0–1 m volume selection. The
stated efficiency εEdec

corrected for the spill effects is εcorr
MC = (90.0 ± 0.8)%. The

uncertainties of both estimates come from the statistical uncertainty of the MC
based spill corrections and are necessarily correlated between the two values.

Determination of uncertainty: The largest uncertainty in determination of
the efficiency of the reconstructed-energy selection comes from the uncertainty
of how the MC simulation is capable to reproduce the response of the detector
and the reconstructed energy. The disagreement would be pronounced differently
at different regions of the detector. The tests performed with event selections in
different layers of the detector for MC and real data give consistent results within
3.5% in Table 6.3.

The comparison of the efficiency calculation based purely on MC simulation
with efficiency obtained from a fit to data gives difference of 0.4% which I consider
as an uncertainty inherent to the methods used and it reflects in part differences
in true energy and in part uncertainty in the model of energy response of the
detector.

I conservatively combine the two results into the final absolute uncertainty
in the energy-selection efficiency εEdec

= 47.8% of 47.8%.035 + 0.4%
.
= 2.1%. I

consider this systematic uncertainty to be conservative and I neglect the statistic
uncertainty from limited MC sample.

Selection of muon energy

I have analyzed a special MC simulation data sample which simulated muons
in each hall. Muons were generated from energy and angular distribution as
obtained from MUSIC simulations[40] already discussed in previous section. They
were propagated using Geant4 tool through each hall. Since muons produce
large amount of light in detectors, full detector simulation was unfeasible for the
purpose. Therefore, Cherenkov and scintillation photons were not simulated, and
no information on detector response could be devised.
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The simulation provided information about energy deposited by the muons
in different parts of detector. I selected only muons which stopped inside the
scintillator volume of the AD, that is, in LS or GdLS regions. Figure 6.15 shows
spectrum of reconstructed energies of muons of the nominal selection with limit
on muon energy lowered from Eµ > 20 MeV to Eµ > 6 MeV. The spectrum is
compared with distribution of the deposited energies of muons decaying in the
detector.
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of energies deposited by decaying muon in scintillator
of an AD in EH1, from MC simulation (filled area), with reconstructed energies
of the muon signal in data from the nominal selection (black markers). The
nominal selection of events in data is extended to include energies of the muon
signal below 20 MeV. The deposited energies from MC are scaled by factor 1.25
in order to better match the spectrum from data.

Negligible number of muons deposit more than 1 GeV in the scintillator region.
The efficiency of the upper bound on energy of the muon signal Eµ was assumed
to be 100%. Although the difference in the two distributions in Figure 6.15 is
mainly due to not ideal reconstruction of energy of large muon signals with muons
having long tracks in the detector, the difference in tail between simulation and
data pictured in Figure 6.16b suggests that some selected muons deposited their
energy apart from ionization through other mechanisms that are not reflected in
the simulations. An example of such interactions is photon-nuclear spallation of
nuclei in the material.

In the region of low deposited energy, plotted in Figure 6.16a, only about 0.8%
of muons deposited less than 20 MeV. Data, however, show increase in number of
events. Distribution of time delays ∆T of these event have the right characteristic
exponential decay, therefore they are related to the decaying muons. I attribute
them to muons creating small amount of Cherenkov light in the mineral oil and
outer acrylic vessel and decaying in close neighborhood of scintillator, so that the
decay electron could create signals that passed the cut on the delayed signal.

I observed this effect also when I compared data from different layers in the
detector in Table 6.3. In the discussion related to the table I estimated the effect
to be ∼2%. Increasing rate of uncorrelated signals in AD in region below 6 MeV
did not allow to lower the threshold of Eµ much. Events from the interval 6 MeV
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through 20 MeV constitute about 1.2% of total selected events, which is consistent
with the previous estimate. I therefore assign efficiency εEµ = (98 ± 2)% to the
lower cut of Eµ common to all three experimental halls.
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Figure 6.16: Details of comparison of energies deposited by decaying muon in
scintillator of an AD in EH1, from MC simulation (filled area), with reconstructed
energies of the muon signal in data from the nominal selection (black markers).
The nominal selection of events in data is extended to include energies of the
muon signal below 20 MeV. The deposited energies from MC are scaled by factor
1.25 in order to better match the spectrum from data.

Detector live time

The measured numbers of muon decays must be related to the total time of full
data taking of the detectors. This number was calculated directly from data. For
each recorded file which was used in the analysis, time difference between the last
recorded trigger and the first one was added to the total live time. Live times for
different periods are summarized in Table 6.4.

6.1.3 Rate of Muon Decays from MC Simulation

The sample of simulated muons in experimental halls introduced in the section
Selection of muon energy could be used to estimate rate of muon decays in the
detector by matching the simulated sample to the muon flux measured in each
hall.

Muon fluxes measured by different detectors in each experimental hall were
presented in recent publication[45] of the Daya Bay collaboration. Fluxes are
measured by individual detector systems, AD, IWS, OWS, and RPC. The av-
erage of these measurements is 1.16 ± 0.11 s−1m−2, 0.86 ± 0.09 s−1m−2, and
0.054 ± 0.006 s−1m−2 in EH1, EH2, and EH3, respectively. After recalculating
the numbers of simulated muons that decayed in the antineutrino detectors in
each hall to match the measured total flux of muons, the estimated decay rates
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EH1 EH2 EH3

AD1 AD2 AD1 AD2 AD1 AD2 AD3 AD4

Depth (m.w.e) 250 265 860

Selected
ctounts

246956 247159 177440 171986 5047 4911 5049 5094
494115 349426 20101

Live time (days) 927.22 925.69 888.68
Background (%) 1.81± 0.04 1.38± 0.06 0.3± 0.3

εEdec
(%) 47.8± 2.1

εEµ (%) 98± 2
ε∆T 0.917± 0.023

Rate (d−1m−3) 634± 57 451± 41 14± 1
MC (d−1m−3) 656± 62 479± 50 13.3± 1.5

Table 6.4: A summary of muon-decay candidate sample. The numbers of selected
events in each detector and in each hall, detector live time, estimated background
efficiencies of individual selection criteria, and the final calculated rates are listed.
Results from MC simulation are also provided for comparison.

are 656 d−1m−3, 479 d−1m−3, and 13.3 d−1m−3 in the three respective experimen-
tal halls. These rates agree well with the measured rates presented in Table 6.4.

6.1.4 Summary

I selected muon decay events by looking for two signals correlated in time. The
first signal was produced by the muon entering and stopping in the detector. The
second signal was produced when the muon decayed. Due to distortions in signal
up to 10 µs after the usually large 1st signal, I limited the selection to events
where the two signals occurred in 10 µs through 30 µs time interval.

I restricted both signals to specific intervals of reconstructed energy. The en-
ergies must be in ranges 20 MeV through 1 GeV and 20 MeV through 60 MeV
for muon stopping in the detector and the muon decay, respectively. More re-
strictions which I also applied were described in the Section 6.1 but have minimal
impact on efficiency.

I estimated efficiency for the selection of the time-difference between the two
correlated signals and of the reconstructed energy of the muon-decay signal. The
efficiency of the former restriction was calculated from expected time distribu-
tion of muon decay of a mixed sample of µ+ and µ−. The parameters of muon
decay and muon capture rates were inherited from literature. I estimated the
muon charge ratio Rµ also based on measurements of previous experiments. I
tested validity of these parameters on the nominal events selection as well as on
a modified sample. Although the nominal values agreed with the observation,
the limited sensitivity of the data and strong correlation between the parameters
allowed them to vary beyond the assumed uncertainty of the previous measure-
ments. I estimated interval for the calculated efficiency based on its variation
with changes Rµ within the estimated uncertainty.

The selection efficiency of the reconstructed energy of the decay signal was es-
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timated from MC simulation. I tested the simulation results on data for different
regions in the detector. I also fitted my model to the distribution of reconstructed
energies of the decay signal, and I compared the calculated efficiency for a re-
stricted central region of the detector with the result obtained from simulation.

The final measured rates of decays of stopped muons are summarized in Ta-
ble 6.4. Rates in each experimental hall are listed together with rates measured
for individual ADs. The table also lists the numbers of events of the nominal
selection and the estimated efficiencies and backgrounds. The decay rates are
also compared with the MC predictions.
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6.2 Detector Energy Scale at 53 MeV

Spectrum of visible energies of muon decays has very distinct feature at around
53 MeV. This energy is the maximal energy kinematically allowed for the elec-
trons and positrons from muon decay. Sharp edge in the spectrum of electrons
from decays of µ− is smeared in the presence of material due to the creation of
muonic atoms, but the sharp slope of the spectrum remains. The edge is an
opportunity for energy calibration of the detector.

I estimate the scale factor between reconstructed energies in the antineutrino
detector and the true deposited energy for electrons and positrons from the muon
decays. The energy spectrum of the decays is compared between MC simulations
and real data. Both are fitted with a model of distribution of visible energies
combined with a simple model of detector response.

I first describe the model of the spectrum of reconstructed energies than I
introduce the selection of events in data and then I focus on the results of analysis
of MC simulation and data.

6.2.1 Model of reconstructed energies of muon decays

The spectrum of visible energies from muon decays was introduced in Chapter 5.
Positrons from µ+ decays deposit their full kinetic energy and then annihilate,
the annihilation gammas are assumed to contribute to the total visible energy.
Energies of the decay positrons are generated from the distribution based on
calculations with radiative corrections. About 10% of the decays is assumed to
be accompanied by a radiated photon with energy higher than 50 keV. Its energy
is added to the total sum of visible energy, too. There is only minor difference
of this model and the spectrum of electrons calculated in Born approximation,
i.e. without the radiative corrections.

µ− is modeled to decay from S-orbit of oxygen atom. The spectrum is taken
from numerical calculations of decays in orbit which do not, to my best knowledge,
exist for carbon. I assumed the spectrum to be a good approximation.

Spectra of the two types of decay are combined in the ratio Rµ to match the
expected ratio of µ+ and µ− in the data sample.

I modeled the energy response of the detector to the visible energy Etrue,
i.e. its transformation to reconstructed energy, by scaling it with factor A =
Erec/Evis, and then convolving the resulting spectrum with Gaussian function
with standard deviation σ representing the detector energy resolution. Denoting
the final distribution of reconstructed energies F (Erec) and the distribution of
true visible energies f(Evis), the application of energy response is described by
the following convolution:

F (Erec) =

∫
f(Evis)

1√
2πσ2

exp
(Erec − AEvis)

2

2σ2
dEvis. (6.8)

This convolution is not valid for energies comparable to the resolution. In prac-
tice, the integration is limited to only small region around the energy Erec. Real
detector response is more complicated due to various effects. The most promi-
nent being energy leakage through radiated gamma photons and spatial extent
of deposition of energy. Non-linearity of the scintillator and the electronics, and
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non-uniform energy reconstruction also add to these effects. In Figure 6.17, the
original spectrum of energies Evis is compared to the spectrum after application
of the simple detector response function with A = 1 and σ = 0.8 MeV. The two
spectra disagree only in the narrow region of energies around the edge at 53 MeV.
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of spectrum of visible energies from muon decay (full red
line) to the spectrum after application of the simple detector response function
from Equation (6.8) (dashed blue line).

Although this model of the detector response cannot describe well the spec-
trum in more extended range of energies, it is sufficient in a narrow region around
53 MeV of visible energy, where changes in resolution and energy scale are small.
To avoid effects related to the leakage of energy either form bremsstrahlung or
annihilation gammas escaping from the scintillator volume, or due to energy loss
of the decay electron in the acrylic vessels, this model should be applied to data
with events only from the central region.

6.2.2 Data Selection

I analyzed the energy scale of ADs in EH1. I used spectrum of reconstructed
energies of the muon-decay signal from combined data of both ADs. In addition
to the nominal selection described in the previous chapter, I selected only event
with the vertex of the decay signal reconstructed in the central region of the
detector. The region is defined by a virtual cylinder with diameter and height of
2 m and aligned to the center of the AD.

This additional requirement is needed in order to avoid distortions in the
spectrum caused by: 1) partial deposition of energy of the decay electron or
positron in the acrylic vessel; 2) escape of one or both annihilation photons from
the scintillator region; 3) non-uniform energy reconstruction in the outer regions
of the detector.

The spectrum is shown in Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.18: Spectrum of reconstructed energies of muon-decay signals. Nominal
selection is used with additional requirement on the reconstructed vertex to be
contained in a 2 m-by-2 m cylinder in the center of the AD. Data are combined
from AD1 and AD2 from EH1.

6.2.3 MC Simulations

Simulation of µ−/µ+ decays

In Section 6.1.2 of the previous chapter, I introduced MC simulation of muon
decays in the Daya Bay detectors. Two separate batches negatively and positively
charged muons were generated with momentum of 1 keV/c. Spectrum of decay
electrons and positron is simulated by the Gean4 simulation software. The full
simulation chain included tracking of individual particles and scintillation and
Cherenkov photons, simulation of PMT response, digitization of the signals and
finally reconstruction of energy and vertex.

As described in Section 6.1.2, I combined the two samples of µ− and µ+

decay simulations in the expected ratio given by the muon-charge ratio Rµ = 1.9,
equivalent to ratio of muons surviving 10 µs after they stopped. I also applied
the same limits on the reconstructed vertex of the decay event as in the data
selection.

The combined spectrum of reconstructed energies does not match the spec-
trum of reconstructed energies from data. A simple correction of scale of recon-
structed energies in simulation resulted in better match. Figure 6.19 compares
energy spectrum form simulation and data before the correction of MC energy
and after scaling the energy down by a factor 0.980. I performed the matching
by following the same procedure, but the I compared the two histograms only in
the region of energies around the edge, 48 MeV through 56 MeV.

I fitted the model described in the beginning of this chapter, and will call it
“my model”, to the combined spectrum with 3 free parameters, the normalization
of the model N , energy scale factor which relates the true energy with the recon-
structed energy A, and the energy resolution σ. The parameters of the model of
true energies were fixed to their nominal values. The most prominent parameter
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of energy spectrum of muon-decay signals from MC
simulation and from data. MC is shown before (a) and after (b) matching the
energy scale to data.

is the muon charge ratio which was set to Rµ = 1.9.
I limited the fit to range from 48 MeV to 58 MeV. I assumed that the energy

resolution σ of the detector and the energy scale factor do not change in the
narrow range of energies. This is approximately true for the energy scale factor,
but the resolution changes by about 10% in the 10-MeV range. The dependence
of these parameters on energy in MC simulations is described in the following
section.

The best-fit values of the parameters are A = 1.028± 0.001 and σ = (0.47±
0.07) MeV.

My model of true energies differs from the spectrum of the true energies in the
simulations. In the simulations, the spectrum of positrons from the decay of µ+

follows the simple distribution in Born approximation described by the formula
in (5.1) of Chapter 5. This spectrum does not differ much from the spectrum of
visible energies of the model which applies radiative corrections and includes the
radiative muon decay, as is shown in Figure 5.7. The spectrum of electrons from
decays in orbit of µ−, however, is treated differently in the simulation than in
the model. The spectrum in the simulation only reflects relativistic boost of the
decay electron due to non-zero kinetic energy of the muon in the orbit. Whereas
the model uses a more complex approach described in Section 5.5.

I created a new model, denoted here as G4 model, which uses the true com-
bined spectrum of muon decays in the simulation and applies the detector re-
sponse function to it, following the prescription in (6.8).

I fitted the G4 model to the spectrum from simulations following the same
procedure described previously. The best-fit values of the two parameters A and
σ are 1.027± 0.001 and (0.56± 0.07) MeV, respectively.

The results of the two fits are in relative agreement in the case of the scale A
but disagree in the σ parameter. The possible underestimate of its value by the
fit of my model can rise from the fact, that the model of decays in orbit of µ−

has slightly broader slope at the edge the the spectrum of the G4 model. Also,
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the two parameters are correlated in the fit, and therefore small difference in the
models can yield the small shift in parameter A which is compensated by change
of σ.

Both fits are shown in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: Two fits to energy spectrum of muon-decay signal from MC simu-
lation are compared. My model is based on calculations presented in Chapter 5
and G4 model is based on simplified model of electron spectrum used in Geant4
simulations. Simple Gaussian detector response function is applied in both mod-
els.

Simulation of mono-energetic e−/e+

The dependence of energy scale factor and energy resolution on energy in the sim-
ulations can be estimated. For this purpose, I simulated mono-energetic electrons
and positrons with selected momenta ranging from 8 MeV/c up to 55 MeV/c. The
particles were generated uniformly in the full volume of the AD. The full chain
of simulation was, again applied, and fully reconstructed events were produced.

I selected only events reconstructed in the same central cylindrical region
as was used for the data selection, 2 m in diameter and height, and for the
simulation sample of the previous section. I applied the re-scaling factor 0.98 to
the reconstructed energies in order to match the scale of real data (also described
in the previous section).

Figure 6.21 shows spectra of the re-scaled reconstructed energies of the sim-
ulated electrons and positrons with generated momentum 53 MeV/c. Peaks are
visible around mean reconstructed energies, (54.19 ± 0.02) MeV and (55.03 ±
0.02) MeV respectively for electrons and positrons. Electrons deposit only their
kinetic energy whereas positrons produce also annihilation gamma photons and
they can deposit 1.022 MeV more energy than electrons. Since the selected sam-
ple of events is limited to the central region of the detector, almost all of the
annihilation gammas lose their energy in the scintillator.
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Figure 6.21: Spectrum of reconstructed energies of simulated mono-energetic e−

(blue) and e+ (red) with initial momentum of 53 MeV/c. Events are selected
only in if their reconstructed vertex was in the central cylindrical region (2 m in
diameter and height). Both peaks are fitted with Gaussian function.
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Figure 6.22: Nonlinear energy response (a) and relative energy resolution (b) of
the Daya Bay antineutrino detector to electron (blue) and positron (red) events,
as determined from MC simulations of mono-energetic e−/e+. Plot (a) shows
ratio of reconstructed and initial energy of the simulated particles with respect
the initial energy. If the response of the detector were linear with energy, points
would have lain on a horizontal line. Plot (b) shows ratio of energy resolution
to mean reconstructed energy is plotted versus the corresponding mean recon-
structed energy. Data points are interleaved with function described in the text.

I fitted the peaks with Gaussian functions and extracted the the mean and
standard deviation. Ratio of the mean reconstructed energies and the true de-
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posited energy is plotted in Figure 6.22a as a function of the true energy. Non-
linear relation between the reconstructed and true energy is visible, as well as
the difference between electrons and positrons. The non-linearity is the result
of two main effects: particle dependent non-linear light yield of the scintillator
and charge-dependent non-linearity in the PMT readout electronics[21], which
are also simulated.

The response of the detector differs for the two particles due to additional
emission of annihilation gammas in the case of positron. The annihilation gammas
produce scintillation light which is quenched separately from the scintillation light
from the ionization by the positron.

Approximate scale of reconstructed energy of simulated electron and positron
events, Erec/Etrue, around the true energy 53 MeV is 1.0320±0.0004 and 1.0285±
0.0004, respectively.

Figure 6.22b shows energy resolution relative to the reconstructed energy. It
follows approximately 1/

√
Erec. The data points are interleaved best fit formulas

which both are approximately
√

0.0862/Erec + 0.0042, which agrees with energy
resolution evaluated in the lower energy range for the oscillation analysis σ/Erec ≈
8% at 1 MeV[26].

6.2.4 Fit to Data

I took the data sample described in Section 6.2.2. It contains events of muon
decays from both ADs in EH1 with the nominal selection applied and with limi-
tation of the reconstructed vertex to the central cylindrical volume.

I fitted the edge in the energy spectrum of the muon decay signals with my
model described in Section 6.2.1. I limited the energy range of the fit to 48–
58 MeV. As previously discussed, the energy scale A does not change significantly
in this range. MC simulations showed that the energy resolution changed from
about 0.6 MeV to 0.7 MeVwith negligible effect on the spectrum shape.

I left three parameters free in the fitting procedure, the overall normalization
N , the energy scale A, and the detector energy resolution σ. The best-fit values
of the energy scale and energy resolution are A = 1.0282 ± 0.0006 and σ =
(0.74 ± 0.03) MeV. With changes of the lower limit of range of the fit, the
best fit parameters do not change significantly. The fit to the data is shown in
Figure 6.23.

The most uncertain parameter in my model is the ratio of µ+ and µ− Rµ. In
Section 6.1.2, I conservatively estimated that it may vary from about 1.8 to 2.0
for the selected data. The best-fit values change only little whit changes to Rµ.

The two fit parameters A and σ are correlated. This correlation is included
in the stated errors of the fit. I tested how the best-fit value of A changed when
fixing the σ parameter to the values deviated by 2 standard deviations from the
nominal fit σ = (0.74 ± 0.03) MeV. Variations of best-fit parameter A with
respect to changes in Rµ and σ are plotted in Figure 6.24.

6.2.5 Summary

Spectrum of reconstructed energies of simulated muon decays matches well the
measured spectrum after correcting to the simulated energies by factor 0.980.
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Figure 6.23: Spectrum of reconstructed energies of the selected decay events in
EH1 (histogram) with the fit of my model.
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Figure 6.24: Best-fit values of energy scale A with varying muon charge ratio Rµ

and the assumed detector resolution σ.

Fits of my model and G4 model to the edge in the spectrum yielded relatively
consistent best-fit values for energy scale at 53 MeV A = 1.028 and A = 1.027,
respectively.

The results of simulations of mono-energetic electrons and positrons show
that the detector has different energy scale for the two kinds. When they deposit
energy around 53 MeV their reconstructed energy is scaled by factors 1.032 and
1.028, respectively.

Best-fit parameters of the fit of my model to the edge in data from the two ADs
in EH1 are A = 1.0282± 0.006 and σ = (0.73± 0.03) MeV. Simulations suggest
that the estimate of the energy resolution σ may be biased, but the estimate of
energy scale A is unbiased within the statistical uncertainty.

The response of the detector to positrons from the anti-neutrino interactions
is modeled for the neutrino oscillation analysis. Figure 6.25 compares the model
presented in our recent publication [21], with the result of this work. The models
is determined using calibration data from γ-ray sources and electrons from decays
of 12B produced in interactions of cosmic rays inside the detector. I included the
two points for electron and positron, and inflated the uncertainty to 0.002 to
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conservatively allow for undetermined systematic biases.
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Figure 6.25: Comparison of a model of ratio of reconstructed energy over true
energy, Erec/Etrue, for energies below 12 MeV, with the measurement at 53 MeV.
The model at lower energies is applied to positron interactions contained in the
target region of the antineutrino detector.

This measurement can be used to better constrain the energy model of the
oscillation analysis and to further optimize the MC simulations. It also provides
another calibration point for events with energies beyond the standard calibra-
tion sources. The Daya Bay experiment is a part of the Supernova Early Warning
System[90] and is capable to detect interactions of antineutrinos from near super-
nova events[91]. The expected visible energies from the positrons of the antineu-
trino interactions peak around 20 MeV and have broad distribution. Calibration
point at 53 MeV can extend the validity of the nominal energy model currently
used.
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Conclusion

The Daya Bay experiment discovered the neutrino oscillation mode in disap-
pearance of electron antineutrinos from nuclear reactors at short baselines. It
measures parameters θ13 and ∆m2

ee of the corresponding neutrino mixing at high
precision. The experiment continues reducing uncertainties not only related to
statics but also the systematic uncertainties related to background and energy
response of the detector.

Most of the background is related to cosmic ray muons. Daya Bay detectors
are placed underground and are shielded against most of the cosmic ray radiation.
Active muon system is used to further decrease the amount of background by
vetoing signals correlated with detected muons. Two types of muon detectors are
employed, water Cherenkov and RPC based.

The first part of this thesis, related to my contributions to the experiment,
reports on tests and quality control of bare RPC chambers before they were used
in building of RPC modules. RPCs were first trained and then tested with cosmic
ray muons. In total, around 1600 bare chambers were tested and 185 RPCs did
not pass quality criteria. The average efficiency of the accepted chambers is
96.05% at 8 kV, with signal threshold at 50 mV, and with filling gas mixture
argon:Freon:isobutane in relative amounts of 53:43:4. The average efficiency of
assembled RPC modules from performance measurements is 97.9%, which agrees
with expectations based on the average of bare chambers.

The RPC system has been operational since the beginning of the experiment
and it has been used to measure muon fluxes and in validations of measurements
of background signals. Data from RPCs are employed in algorithms for muon
track reconstruction.

The second part of the thesis describe the analysis of decays of cosmic ray
muons in antineutrino detectors of the Daya Bay experiment. Events are identi-
fied as two consecutive signals, the first one from the muon entering the detector,
the second one from its delayed decay. Due to effects related to PMT signals
shortly after large amount of light in the detector, the selection was limited to
events for which the decay signal occurred at least 10 µs after the muon signal.
This large dead time, which is about 5 times longer than the mean lifetime of
the muon, trimmed the sample to the level of 1% of all decays. I estimated
total decay rates of cosmic muons in the detectors to be (634 ± 57) d−1m−3,
(451 ± 41) d−1m−3, and (14 ± 1) d−1m−3 in the first, the second, and the third
experimental hall, respectively. These rates are in agreement with expectations
from MC simulations based on total muon fluxes measured in each hall. Large
part of the uncertainty of the rate is related to rate of nuclear captures of µ−.

I also determined a position of an edge in the spectrum of reconstructed
energies in muon decays. The position is related to the energy scale of the de-
tector response at around 53 MeV, i.e., the relation between the reconstructed
energy and the actual energy deposited in the detector by the decay electrons
and positrons together with associated gamma photons. The scale factor from fit
to data is 1.0282 ± 0.0006 which is consistent with MC simulations that predict
different scales for positrons and electrons, 1.0280± 0.0004 and 1.0325± 0.0004,
respectively.
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Negatively charged muons produce relatively long lived isotope 12B when they
stop and are captured by 12C nucleus in the detector. The isotope is also produced
in muon induced showers in the detector and it contributes to the background.
The measurement of muon decays can be used to calculate rate of its production
in the muon captures and validate measurement of its total production.

The measured energy scale of the detector response at 53 MeV provides an-
other calibration point which can be useful in validation of models describing the
energy response of the detector in the range of lower energies. Moreover, Daya
Bay is also sensitive to the neutrinos from supernovae, for which the signal energy
is expected to have a wide distribution peaking around 20 MeV and a calibration
point at 53 MeV becomes useful.
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A. Supplement to Model of
Muon Decay

A.1 Radiative Corrections to Muon Decay Pro-

cess

The differential decay width of the free muon with respect to the electron or
positron energy is defined by formula (5.3) in section 5.2. The explicit form
of the radiative correction f (1) is presented here. Arbuzov calculated radiative
correction to muon decay without neglecting the the mass of the electron[63].
However, I was unable to implement the analytic formula presented in the paper
so that it would reproduce the numerical values also listed there. I suspect there
is a mistake in the prescription given in the paper.

Instead, I chose a simpler formula (2.4) in paper by Kinoshita and Sirlin [67],
where the mass of electron was neglected. The correction function there is labeled
f(x), but I will stay with current notation as f (1) (x):

f (1) (x) = (6− 4x)R (x) + (6− 6x) lnx+

+
1− x
3x2

×
[(

5 + 17x− 34x2
)

(w + lnx)− 22x+ 34x2
]

(A.1)

where

R (x) = 2Li2 (x)− 1

3
π2 − 2 + ω

[
3

2
+ 2 ln

(
1− x
x

)]
− lnx (2 lnx− 1) +

(
3 lnx− 1− 1

x

)
ln (1− x) (A.2)

Li2 (y) is a polylogarithm function which is defined in either integral repre-
sentation

Li2 (y) = −
∫ y

0

dx
ln (1− x)

x
(A.3)

or its equivalent series representation

Li2 (y) =
∞∑
k=1

yk

k2
. (A.4)

As a conclusion remark, I note that the final formula (5.3) is a combination
of 1st order Fermi theory that includes electron mass, with 1st order radiative
correction where the electron mass was neglected. Justification for the use of
the correction with the electron mass neglected is demonstrated in Figure A.1.
The correction in (A.1) is plotted against the numeric values of the correction by
Arbuzov listed in Table 1 in [63]. Although the data did not match the analytic
formula in that paper, they match sufficiently well the prescription (A.1).
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Figure A.1: The radiative-corrections function x2f (1) (line) from [67] and from
Equation A.1 is compared to numerical values from [63]. The former calculation
neglects mass of the electron which is accounted for in the latter one.

A.2 Branching Ratio of Radiative Muon Decay

Differential branching ratio of radiative muon decays with respect to energies of
the decay electron or positron and the radiated photon are introduced in Equa-
tion (5.6) of Section 5.3:

d2B

dxdy
=

α

8π
β

1

y

∫ cos θmin

−1

F (x, y, d) d cos θ

=
α

8π
β

1

y

∫ cos θmin

−1

F (0)(x, y, d) + rF (1)(x, y, d) + r2F (2)(x, y, d) d cos θ

=
α

8π
β

1

y

[
F (0)(x, y) + rF (1)(x, y) + r2F (2)(x, y)

]
.

(A.5)

The branching ratio is used to calculate the spectrum of visible energy in
the decays that include radiation of photons. The formula is derived from pre-
scription of Kuno and Okada[70], where the authors presented the differential
branching ratio of radiative muon decays of the polarized muon with the decay
electron/positron and photon emitted at energy intervals dx and dy, and in solid
angles dΩe and dΩγ . I considered only decays of unpolarized muon and integrated
the differential branching ratio over the full solid angles of the electron/positron
and the photon. This yielded Equation (A.5) where the only nontrivial operation
left is the integral over the angle θ between the emitted electron/positron and
photon.

Following the same approach as in [70] I expanded the differential branching

ratio in powers of r =
(
me/mµ

)2
. I derive here the explicit form of F (i)(x, y).

In [70], F (i)(x, y, d) are split into terms proportional to the powers of d, there-
fore I merely calculated the integrals of the powers of d within kinematically
allowed range.

Conservation of energy and momentum requires that the angle θ is larger than
θmin:

1− β cos θmin =
2(x+ y − 1− r)

xy
(A.6)
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for 2(x+ y − 1− r)/(xy) > 1− β. Therefore, the minimum for d is

dmin = 2(x+ y − 1− r)/(xy), for 2(x+ y − 1− r)/(xy) > 1− β
dmin = 1− β, otherwise.

(A.7)

Integrals of F (i)(x, y, d) over the angle between the photon the charged particle
ranging from θ = θmin through θ = π are

F (0)(x, y) =
8

β
ln

1 + β

dmin

{
y2 (3− 2y) + 6xy (1− y) + 2x2 (3− 4y)− 4x3

}
+

8

β
(1 + β − dmin)

{
−xy

(
3− y − y2

)
− x2

(
3− y − 4y2

)
+ 2x3 (1 + 2y)

}
+

1

β

[
(1 + β)2 − d2

min

] {
x2y

(
6− 5y − 2y2

)
− 2x3y (4 + 3y)

}
+

2

3β

[
(1 + β)3 − d3

min

]
x3y2 (2 + y)

(A.8)

F (1)(x, y) =
32

β

(
1

dmin

− 1

1 + β

){
−y
x

(3− 2y)− (3− 4y) + 2x
}

+
8

β
ln

1 + β

dmin

{
y (6− 5y)− 2x (4 + y) + 6x2

}
+

8

β
(1 + β − dmin)

{
x
(
4− 3y + y2

)
− 3x2 (1 + y)

}
+

3

β

[
(1 + β)2 − d2

min

]
x2y (2 + y)

(A.9)

F (2)(x, y) =
32

β

(
1

dmin

− 1

1 + β

){
(4− 3y)

x
− 3

}
+

48

β
y ln

1 + β

dmin

. (A.10)
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TMHA 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid
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